Abstract. We consider links that are alternating on surfaces embedded in a compact 3-manifold. We show that under mild restrictions, the complement of the link decomposes into simpler pieces, generalising the polyhedral decomposition of alternating links of Menasco. We use this to prove various facts about the hyperbolic geometry of generalisations of alternating links, including weakly generalised alternating links described by the first author. We give diagrammatical properties that determine when such links are hyperbolic, find the geometry of their checkerboard surfaces, bound volume, and exclude exceptional Dehn fillings.
Introduction
In 1982, Thurston proved that all knots are either satellite knots, torus knots, or hyperbolic [43] . Of all classes of knots, alternating knots (and links) have been the most amenable to the study of hyperbolic geometry in the ensuing years. Menasco proved that aside from (2, q)-torus knots and links, all prime alternating links are hyperbolic [35] . Lackenby bounded their volumes in terms of a reduced alternating diagram [32] . Adams showed that checkerboard surfaces in hyperbolic alternating links are quasifuchsian [4] ; see also [21] . Lackenby and Purcell bound cusp geometry [33] . Additionally, there are several open conjectures on relationships between their geometry and an alternating diagram that arise from computer calculation, for example that of Thistlethwaite and Tsvietkova [41] .
Because hyperbolic geometric properties of alternating knots can be read off of an alternating diagram, it makes sense to try to generalise these knots, and to try to distill the properties of such knots that lead to geometric information. One important property is the existence of a pair of essential checkerboard surfaces, which are known to characterise an alternating link [25, 28] . These lead to a decomposition of the link complement into polyhedra, which can be given an angle structure [31] . This gives tools to study surfaces embedded in the link complement. Angled polyhedra were generalised to "angled blocks" by Futer and Guéritaud to study arborescent and Montesinos links [18] . However, their angled blocks do not allow certain combinatorial behaviours, such as bigon faces, that arise in practice. Here, we generalise further, to angled decompositions we call angled chunks. We also allow decompositions of manifolds with boundary.
We apply these techniques to broad generalisations of alternating knots in compact 3-manifolds, including generalisations due to the first author [27] . An alternating knot has a diagram that is alternating on a plane of projection S 2 ⊂ S 3 . We may also consider alternating projections of knots onto higher genus surfaces in more general 3-manifolds. Adams was one of the first to consider such knots; in 1994 he studied alternating projections on a Heegaard torus in S 3 and lens spaces, and their geometry [2] . The case of higher genus surfaces in S 3 has been studied by Hayashi [26] and Ozawa [37] . By generalising further, Howie [27] and Howie and Rubinstein [29] obtain a more general class of alternating diagrams on surfaces in S 3 for which the checkerboard surfaces are guaranteed to be essential. Here, we obtain similar results without restricting to S 3 .
In this paper, we utilise essential surfaces and angled decompositions to prove a large number of results on the geometry of classes of generalisations of alternating knots in compact 3-manifolds. We identify from a diagram conditions that guarantee such links are hyperbolic, satellite, or torus links, generalising [35, 26] . We identify the geometry of checkerboard surfaces, either accidental, quasifuchsian, or a virtual fiber, generalising [21, 4] . We also bound the volumes of such links from below, generalising [32] , and we determine conditions that guarantee their Dehn fillings are hyperbolic, generalising [31] . We re-frame all these disparate results as consequences of the existence of essential surfaces and an angled decomposition. It is likely that much of this work will apply to additional classes of link complements and 3-manifolds with such a decomposition, but we focus here on alternating links.
To state our results carefully, we must describe the alternating links on surfaces carefully, and that requires ruling out certain trivial diagrams and generalisations of connected sums. Additionally, the link must project to the surface of the diagram in a substantial way, best described by a condition on representativity r(π(L), F ), which is adapted from a notion in graph theory. These conditions are very natural, described in detail in Section 2, where we define a weakly generalised alternating link, Definition 2.8. One consequence is the following. (4) Further, if L is a knot with twist number greater than eight, or the genus of F is at least five, then all non-trivial Dehn fillings of Y L are hyperbolic.
Theorem 1.1 follows from Theorems 3.19, 4.2, 6.10, and 7.4 and Corollaries 5.9 and 7.6 in this paper. More general results also hold, stated below.
In the classical setting, Y = S 3 . The results of Theorem 1.1 immediately apply to large classes of the generalisations of alternating knots in S 3 studied in [2, 37, 26, 27, 29] . However, since we allow more general Y , Theorem 1.1 also applies more broadly, for example to all cellular alternating links in the thickened torus T 2 × I, as in [14] . Geometric properties of alternating links in T 2 × I arising from Euclidean tilings have also been studied recently in [6] and [14] ; see Example 4.3.
1.1. Organisation of results. In Section 2, we define our generalisations of alternating knots, particularly conditions that ensure our generalisations are nontrivial with reduced diagrams. Section 3 introduces angled chunks, and proves that complements of these links have an angled chunk decomposition. This gives us tools to discuss the hyperbolicity of their complements in Section 4. The techniques can be applied to identify geometry of surfaces in Section 5, and to bound volumes in Section 6. Finally, we restrict their exceptional Dehn fillings in Section 7.
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Generalisations of alternating knots and links
An alternating knot has a diagram that is alternating on a plane of projection, S 2 embedded in S 3 . One may generalise to an alternating diagram on another surface embedded in a different 3-manifold. A more general definition is the following. Definition 2.1. Let F i be a closed orientable surface for i = 1, . . . , p, and let Y be a compact orientable irreducible 3-manifold. A generalised projection surface F is a piecewise linear embedding, F :
(Recall a collection of surfaces F is non-split if every embedded 2-sphere in Y F bounds a 3-ball in Y F .) Since F is an embedding we will also denote the image of F in Y by F .
Note that our definitions ensure that if F is a generalised projection surface and some component F i is a 2-sphere, then F is homeomorphic to S 2 , and Y is homeomorphic to S 3 . Definition 2.2. For F a generalised projection surface, a link L ⊂ F × I ⊂ Y can be projected onto F by π : F × I → F . We call π(L) a generalised diagram.
Note that every knot has a trivial generalised diagram on the torus boundary of a regular neighbourhood of the knot. Such diagrams are not useful. To ensure nontriviality, we require conditions expressed in terms of representativity, adapted from graph theory: Definition 2.3. Let F be a closed orientable (possibly disconnected) surface embedded in a compact orientable irreducible 3-manifold Y . A regular neighbourhood N (F ) of F in Y has the form F × (−1, 1). Because every component F i of F is 2-sided, Y N (F ) has two boundary components homeomorphic to F , namely F × {−1} and F × {1}. Let F − denote the boundary component coming from F × {−1} and F + the one from F × {1}. Let π(L) be a link projection onto F . If is an essential curve on F , isotope so that it meets π(L) transversely in edges, not crossings.
• The edge-representativity e(π(L), F ) is the minimum number of intersections between π(L) and any essential curve ⊂ F .
• Define r − (π(L), F ) to be the minimum number of intersections between the projection of π(L) onto F − and the boundary of any compressing disk for F − in Y F . If there are no compressing disks for F − in Y F , then set r − (π(L), F ) = ∞. Define r + (π(L), F ) similarly, using F + .
• The representativity r(π(L), F ) is the minimum of r − (π(L), F ) and r + (π(L), F ). Also definer(π(L), F ) to be the maximum of r − (π(L), F ) and r + (π(L), F ).
We will require diagrams to have representativity at least 2, 4, or more, depending on the result. This will rule out trivial diagrams.
We would also like to consider diagrams that are appropriately reduced; for example, there should be no nugatory crossings on F . In the alternating case on S 2 ⊂ S 3 , the condition is that the diagram be prime: if an essential curve intersects the diagram exactly twice then it bounds a region of the diagram containing a single embedded arc.
There are two natural generalisations of this condition. First, we can define a generalised diagram to be strongly prime if whenever a loop ⊂ F intersects π(L) exactly twice, then bounds a disk D ⊂ F such that π(L) ∩ D is a single embedded arc. This notion was considered by Ozawa [37] . However, we will consider a weaker notion: Figure 1 . An example of an alternating diagram on a torus that is not checkerboard colourable.
Definition 2.4.
A generalised diagram π(L) on generalised projection surface F is weakly prime if whenever D ⊂ F i ⊂ F is a disk in a component F i of F with ∂D intersecting π(L) transversely exactly twice, the following holds:
• If F i has positive genus, then the intersection π(L) ∩ D is a single embedded arc.
• If F i ∼ = S 2 , then π(L) has at least two crossings on F i and either the intersection π(L) ∩ D is a single embedded arc, or π(L) ∩ (F i D) is a single embedded arc.
If F ∼ = S 2 , so π(L) is a diagram in the usual sense, then a weakly prime diagram is equivalent to a reduced prime diagram. Additionaly, strongly prime implies weakly prime, but the converse is not true: If an essential curve meets π(L) exactly twice but does not bound a disk in F , the generalised diagram is not strongly prime, but could be weakly prime.
The generalised diagrams we consider will be alternating. Because the diagrams might be disconnected, we need to define carefully an alternating diagram in this case. Definition 2.5. A generalised diagram π(L) is said to be alternating if for each region of F π(L), each boundary component of the region is alternating. That is, each boundary component of each region of F π(L) can be given an orientation such that crossings run from under to over in the direction of orientation. Figure 1 shows an example of an alternating diagram on a torus. In this diagram, there is exactly one region that is not a disk; it is an annulus. Each boundary component of the annulus can be oriented to be alternating, so this diagram satisfies Definition 2.5. However, note that there is no way to orient the annulus region consistently to ensure that the induced orientations on the boundary are alternating (in the same direction: under to over). Definition 2.6. A generalised diagram π(L) is said to be checkerboard colourable if each region of F π(L) can be oriented such that the induced orientation on each boundary component is alternating: crossings run from under to over in the direction of orientation. Given a checkerboard colourable diagram, regions on opposite sides of an edge of π(L) will have opposite orientations. We colour all regions with one orientation white and the other shaded; this gives the checkerboard colouring of the definition.
The diagram of Figure 1 is not checkerboard colourable. Typically, we will consider the following general class of links. Definition 2.7 (Reduced alternating on F ). Let Y be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold with generalised projection surface F such that if
. . , p, and (4) each component of L projects to at least one crossing in π(L).
Knots and links that satisfy Definition 2.7 have been studied in various places. Such links on a surface F in S 3 that are checkerboard colourable with representativity r(π(L), F ) ≥ 4 are called weakly generalised alternating links. They were introduced by Howie and Rubinstein [29] . Other knots satisfying Definition 2.7 include generalised alternating links in S 3 considered by Ozawa [37] , which are required to be strongly prime, giving restrictions on edge representativity and forcing regions of F π(L) to be disks [27] . Knots satisfying properties (1), (3), and (4), include the toroidally alternating knots considered by Adams [2] , required to lie on a Heegaard torus, with disk regions of F π(L). They also include the alternating knots on a Heegaard surface F for S 3 considered by Hayashi [26] , which are required again to have disk regions of F π(L). Additionally they include the alternating projections of links onto their Turaev surfaces [16] , which also have disk regions. By contrast, weakly generalised alternating links and the links of Definition 2.7 are not required to lie on a Heegaard surface, and regions of F π(L) are not required to be disks.
is checkerboard colourable, and (6) the representativity r(π(L), F ) ≥ 4, we say that π(L) is a weakly generalised alternating link diagram on F in Y , and L is a weakly generalised alternating link.
These conditions are sufficient to show the following. Theorem 2.9 (Howie [27] ). Let π(L) be a weakly generalised alternating projection of a link L in S 3 . Then L is a nontrivial, nonsplit, prime link. Theorem 2.9 generalises a similar theorem of Menasco for prime alternating links [35] . For generalised alternating links this was known by Hayashi [26] and Ozawa [37] .
Angled decompositions
The usual alternating knot and link complements in S 3 have a well-known polyhedral decomposition, described by Menasco [34] (see also [31] ). The decomposition can be generalised for knots that are reduced alternating on a generalised projection surface F , but the pieces are more complicated than polyhedra. This decomposition is similar to a decomposition into angled blocks defined by Futer and Guéritaud [18] , but is again more general. A similar decomposition was done for a particular link in [15] , and more generally for links in the manifold T 2 × I in [14] . In this section, we describe the decomposition in full generality.
3.1. A decomposition of alternating links on F . A crossing arc is a simple arc in the diagram running from an overcrossing to its associated undercrossing. The polyhedral decomposition of Menasco [34] can be generalised as follows.
Proposition 3.1. Let Y be a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold containing a generalised projection surface F such that ∂Y is incompressible in Y N (F ) whenever ∂Y = ∅. Let L be a link with a generalised diagram π(L) on F satisfying properties (1), (3) , and (4) of Definition 2.7. Then Y L can be decomposed into pieces such that:
• Pieces are homeomorphic to components of Y N (F ), where N (F ) denotes a regular open neighbourhood of F , except each piece has a finite set of points removed from ∂(Y N (F )) (namely the ideal vertices below). Figure 2 . Left: Crossing arcs are split into four edges. Middle and right: edges are identified in pairs, with opposite pairs identified on either side of F i .
• On each copy of each component F i of F , there is an embedded graph with vertices, edges, and regions identified with the diagram graph π(L) ∩ F i . All vertices are ideal and 4-valent.
• To obtain Y L, glue pieces as follows. Each region of F i π(L) is glued to the corresponding region on the opposite copy of F i by a homeomorphism that is the identity composed with a rotation along the boundary. The rotation takes an edge of the boundary to the nearest edge in the direction of that boundary component's orientation, with orientation as in Definition 2.5.
• Edges correspond to crossing arcs, and are glued in fours. At each ideal vertex, two opposite edges are glued together.
Proof. Consider a crossing arc of the diagram. Sketch its image four times in the diagram at a crossing, as on the left of Figure 2 . On each side of a component F i , the link runs through overstrands and understrands in an alternating pattern. Pull the crossing arcs flat to lie on F i , with the overstrand running between two pairs of crossing arcs as shown in Figure 2 , left. Note the pattern of overstrands and understrands will look exactly opposite on the two sides of F i . On each side of F i , identify each pair of crossing arcs that are now parallel on F i . These are the edges of the decomposition. Viewed from the opposite side of F i , overcrossings become undercrossings, and exactly the opposite edges are identified. See Figure 2 , right. Now slice along F i . This cuts Y L into pieces homeomorphic to Y N (F ) (here, we use condition (3) of Definition 2.7 to conclude that each F i appears). Each side of F i is marked with overstrands of π(L) and a pair of crossing arcs adjacent to each overcrossing.
On each side of F i , shrink each overstrand of the diagram to the crossing vertex of π(L) corresponding to its overcrossing. Each overstrand thus becomes a single ideal vertex of the decomposition. (And by (4) of Definition 2.8, each strand of the link meets a crossing and so is divided up into ideal vertices.) Note that the edges are pulled to run between vertices following the edges of the diagram graph.
Faces are regions of the diagram graph, and their gluing matches an edge on a region on one side of F i to an adjacent edge on the same region on the other, in the direction determined by the alternating orientation. This gluing is the same as for regular alternating links, and has been likened to a gear rotation [42] . Our requirement that regions of a diagram be alternating ensures this gear rotation gluing holds even for faces with multiple boundary components.
All edges coming from a crossing arc are identified together. Thus there are four edges identified to one. At each ideal vertex, a pair of opposite edges are glued together.
When our knot or link is checkerboard colourable, we obtain two checkerboard surfaces. Definition 3.2. Let Y be a compact, irreducible, orientable 3-manifold with generalised projection surface F . Let π(L) be a knot or link diagram that is reduced alternating on F and that is also checkerboard colourable. Give F π(L) the checkerboard colouring into white and shaded regions. The resulting coloured regions correspond to white and shaded surfaces with boundary that can be embedded in (F × I) L ⊂ Y L. Complete shaded regions into a spanning surface for L by joining two shaded regions adjacent across a crossing of π(L) by a twisted band in (F × I) L. Similarly for white regions. The two surfaces that arise are the checkerboard surfaces of π(L), white and shaded. They intersect in crossing arcs.
The alternating property and condition (4) in Definition 2.7 ensures that the two checkerboard surfaces have distinct slopes on each component of L.
Proposition 3.3. Let L be a link with a generalised diagram π(L) on F in a compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold Y satisfying properties (1), (3) , and (4) of Definition 2.7, and suppose that π(L) is checkerboard colourable. Then the regions of the decomposition of Proposition 3.1 are coloured, shaded and white, and the gluing of faces rotates each boundary component once, in the clockwise direction for white faces, in the counterclockise direction for shaded faces.
Proof. This follows from the relationship between orientation and alternating boundary components on white and shaded faces.
3.2. Defining angled chunks. We now define a decomposition of a 3-manifold for which Proposition 3.1 is an example.
Definition 3.4.
A chunk C is a compact, oriented, irreducible 3-manifold with boundary ∂C containing an embedded (possibly disconnected) non-empty graph Γ with all vertices having valence at least 3. We allow components of ∂C to be disjoint from Γ.
Regions of ∂C Γ are called faces, despite not necessarily being simply connected. A face that arises from a component of ∂C that is disjoint from Γ is called an exterior face, and we require any exterior face to be incompressible in C. Other faces are called interior faces.
A truncated chunk is a chunk for which a regular neighbourhood of each vertex of Γ has been removed, leaving a boundary face bordered by boundary edges meeting edges of Γ. Note boundary faces are homeomorphic to disks.
A chunk decomposition of a 3-manifold M is a decomposition of M into chunks, such that M is obtained by gluing chunks by homeomorphisms of (non-boundary, non-exterior) faces, with edges mapping to edges homeomorphically.
Note we do not require faces to be contractible, we allow bigon faces, and we allow incompressible tori to be embedded in chunks. These are all more general than Futer and Guéritaud's blocks [18] . Proposition 3.1 implies that for a reduced alternating knot or link L on F in Y , the complement Y L has a chunk decomposition. In the case that π(L) is checkerboard colourable, we will also be interested in the manifold obtained by leaving the shaded faces of the chunk deomposition of Y L unglued. This is homeomorphic to (Y L) N (Σ), where Σ is the shaded checkerboard surface. More accurately, we will leave shaded faces of truncated chunks unglued, and so the result is homeomorphic to X N (Σ). We denote this compact manifold by X\\Σ. Its boundary consists of ∂N (Σ) = Σ, the double cover of Σ, and remnants of ∂N (L) coming from boundary faces, as well as exterior faces coming from ∂Y . The portion of the boundary ∂N (L) N (Σ) is called the parabolic locus. Definition 3.6. Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold containing a properly embedded surface Σ. A bounded chunk decomposition of the manifold M \\Σ := M N (Σ) is a decomposition of M \\Σ into truncated chunks, with boundary faces, exterior faces, and interior faces as before, only now faces lying on Σ ⊂ ∂(M \\Σ) are left unglued.
The faces that are glued are still called interior faces. Those left unglued, lying on Σ, are called surface faces.
Edges are defined to be boundary edges if they lie between boundary faces and other faces, interior edges if they lie between two interior faces, and surface edges if they lie between a surface face and an interior face. Surface faces are not allowed to be adjacent along an edge.
Finally, the restriction of the gluing to surface faces identifies each surface edge to exactly one other surface edge, and produces Σ.
3.3. Normal surfaces. Although chunks are more general than blocks, we can define normal surfaces inside them. The following definition is modified slightly from Futer-Guéritaud.
Definition 3.7. For C a truncated chunk, and (S, ∂S) ⊂ (C, ∂C) a properly embedded surface, we say S is normal if it satisfies:
(1) Each closed component of S is incompressible in C.
(2) S and ∂S are transverse to all faces, boundary faces, and edges of C.
(3) If a component of ∂S lies entirely in a face (or boundary face) of C, then it does not bound a disk in that face (or boundary face). (4) If an arc γ of ∂S in a face (or boundary face) of C has both endpoints on the same edge, then the arc γ along with an arc of the edge cannot bound a disk in that face (or boundary face). (5) If an arc γ of ∂S in a face of C has one endpoint on a boundary edge and the other on an adjacent interior or surface edge, then γ cannot cut off a disk in that face. Given a chunk decomposition of M , a surface (S, ∂S) ⊂ (M, ∂M ) is called normal if for every chunk C, the intersection S ∩ C is a (possibly disconnected) normal surface in C.
We have made modifications to Futer-Guéritaud's definition in items (3), (4) , and (5): for item (3), we may in fact have components of ∂S that lie in a single face; however in such a case, the face must not be contractible and ∂S must be a nontrivial curve in that face. Similarly for (4), and (5).
Also, note that we consider a 2-sphere to be incompressible if it does not bound a ball, hence the fact that a chunk is irreducible by definition, along with item (1) of Definition 3.7 implies that the intersection of a normal surface with a chunk has no spherical components. Theorem 3.8. Let M be a manifold with a chunk or bounded chunk decomposition.
(1) If M is reducible, then M contains a normal 2-sphere. Proof. The proof is a standard innermost disk, outermost arc argument. In the case of a chunk decomposition, it follows nearly word for word the proof of [18, Theorem 2.8]; we leave the details to the reader.
In the case of a bounded chunk decomposition, an essential surface S can no longer be isotoped through surface faces. We modify the proof where required to avoid such moves. First, if a component of ∂S lies entirely in a surface face and bounds a disk in that face, consider an innermost such curve. Since S is incompressible, that curve bounds a disk in S as well, hence S has a disk component, parallel into a surface face, contradicting the fact that it is essential.
If an arc of intersection of S with a face has both its endpoints on the same surface edge, and the arc lies in an interior face, then an outermost such arc and the edge bound a disk D with one arc of ∂D on S and one arc on a surface face. Because S is essential, it is boundary incompressible; it follows that the arc of intersection can be pushed off. A similar argument implies that an arc of intersection of S with an interior face that has one endpoint on a boundary edge and one on a surface edge can be pushed off. For all other arcs of intersection with endpoints on one edge, or an edge and adjacent boundary edges, the argument follows just as before.
3.4. Angled chunks and combinatorial area. Definition 3.9. An angled chunk is a truncated chunk C such that each edge e of C has an associated interior angle α(e) and exterior angle (e) = π − α(e) satisfying:
(1) α(e) ∈ (0, π) if e is not a boundary edge; α(e) = π/2 if e is a boundary edge.
(2) For each boundary face, let e 1 , . . . , e n denote the non-boundary edges with an endpoint on that boundary face. Then
For each normal disk in C whose boundary meets edges e 1 , . . . , e p ,
An angled chunk decomposition of a 3-manifold M is a subdivision of M into angled chunks, glued along interior faces, such that α(e i ) = 2π, where the sum is over the interior edges e i that are identified under the gluing.
A bounded angled chunk decomposition satisfies all the above, and in addition α(e i ) = π for edges identified to any surface edge under the gluing. That is, if edges e 1 , . . . , e n are identified and all the e i are interior edges, then α(e i ) = 2π. If two of the edges are surface edges, then α(e i ) = π.
Again our definition is weaker than that of Futer-Guéritaud: in item (3), they require the sum to be strictly greater than 2π unless the disk is parallel to a boundary face. Definition 3.10. Let C be an angled chunk. Let (S, ∂S) be a normal surface in (C, ∂C), and let e 1 , . . . , e n be edges of the truncated chunk C met by ∂S, listed with multiplicity. The combinatorial area of S is defined to be
Given a chunk decomposition of M and a normal surface (S , ∂S ) ⊂ (M, ∂M ), write S = m j=1 S j where each S j is a normal surface embedded in a chunk. Define a(S ) = m j=1 a(S j ). Proposition 3.11. Let S be a connected orientable normal surface in an angled chunk C. Then a(S) ≥ 0. Moreover, if a(S) = 0, then S is either:
(a) a disk with (e i ) = 2π, (b) an annulus with ∂S meeting no edges of Γ, hence the two components of ∂S lie in non-contractible faces of C, or (c) an incompressible torus disjoint from ∂C.
Proof. By definition of combinatorial area, if χ(S) < 0, then a(S) > 0. So we need only check cases in which χ(S) ≥ 0.
Note first that S cannot be a sphere because C is required to be irreducible. If S is a torus, then it does not meet ∂C and must be incompressible in C. This is item (c).
Suppose now that S is a disk. Then ∂S meets ∂C, and ∂S does not lie completely on an exterior face because such faces are required to be incompressible in C. Then because S is in normal form, (3) of Definition 3.9 implies that the sum of exterior angles of edges meeting ∂S is at least 2π. Thus the combinatorial area of the disk is at least 0. If the combinatorial area equals zero, then the sum of exterior angles meeting ∂S must be exactly 2π, as required.
Finally suppose S is an annulus. Then χ(S) = 0, so the combinatorial area a(S) ≥ 0. If it equals zero, then the sum of exterior angles of edges meeting ∂S is also zero, hence ∂S meets no edges. Let γ 1 and γ 2 denote the two components of ∂S. Then each γ i lies entirely in a single face. Because γ i cannot bound a disk in that face, the face is not contractible. Similarly, let (S, ∂S) ⊂ (M \\Σ, ∂(M \\Σ)) be a surface in normal form with respect to a bounded angle chunk decomposition of M \\Σ. Let p denote the number of times ∂S intersects a boundary edge adjacent to a surface face. Then
Proof. The proof is basically that of Futer and Guéritaud [18, Prop. 2.11], except we need to consider an additional case for angled chunks, and surface faces for bounded angled chunks. We briefly work through their proof, and check that it holds in our more general setting. As in [18, Prop. 2.11] , consider components of intersection {S 1 , . . . , S n } of S with chunks, and let S be obtained by gluing some of the S i along some of their edges, so S is a manifold with polygonal boundary. At a vertex on the boundary of S , one or more of the S i meet, glued along faces of chunks. Define the interior angle α(v) of S at such a point v to be the sum of the interior angles of the adjacent S i , and define the exterior angle to be (v) = π − α(v) (note (v) can be negative). We prove, by induction on the number of edges glued, that
As a base case, if no edges are glued, then (3.13) follows by Definition 3.10. Let ν be the number of vertices v on S , let θ be the sum of all interior angles along ∂S , and let χ be the Euler characteristic of S , so the right hand side of (3.13) is νπ − θ − 2πχ. Futer and Guéritaud work through several cases: two edges are glued with distinct vertices; two edges are glued that share a vertex; edges are glued to close a bigon; and a monogon component is glued. None of these moves change (3.13). We have an additional case, namely when ∂S 1 is glued to ∂S 2 along simple closed curves, each contained in a single face of a chunk. In this case, ν, θ, and χ will be unchanged. Thus (3.13) holds.
When S is a normal surface in a (regular) angled chunk decomposition, let S = S in (3.13). Then all (v) come from boundary edges, and equal π − (π/2 + π/2) = 0; this comes from the fact that exterior angles on boundary edges are always π/2 in Definition 3.9.
In the bounded angled chunk case, as above, on boundary edges meeting interior faces we have (v) = π − (π/2 + π/2) = 0. On surface edges the sum of interior angles is π, hence (v) = π − π = 0. On the p boundary faces meeting surface faces, (v) = π − π/2 = π/2. Theorem 3.14. Let (M, ∂M ) be a compact orientable 3-manifold with an angled chunk decomposition. Then ∂M consists of exterior faces and components obtained by gluing boundary faces; those components coming from boundary faces are homeomorphic to tori. Finally, M is irreducible and boundary irreducible.
Proof. If M is reducible or boundary reducible, it contains an essential 2-sphere or disk. Theorem 3.8 implies it contains one in normal form. Proposition 3.12 implies such a surface has negative combinatorial area. This is impossible by Proposition 3.11.
Besides exterior faces, each component of ∂M is tiled by boundary faces. A normal disk parallel to a boundary face has combinatorial area 0. These disks glue to a surface of combinatorial area 0 parallel to ∂M . By Proposition 3.12, χ(∂M ) = 0. Since M is orientable, each component of ∂M is a torus.
3.5. Chunk decomposition for generalisations of alternating links.
Label each edge of the chunk decomposition of Proposition 3.1 with interior angle π/2 (and exterior angle π/2). Then the chunk decomposition is an angled chunk decomposition.
Suppose further that π(L) is checkerboard colourable on F , so π(L) is weakly generalised alternating on F . Let Σ be one of the checkerboard surfaces associated to π(L). Then X\\Σ admits a bounded angled chunk decomposition, with the same chunks as in Proposition 3.1, but with faces corresponding to Σ (white or shaded) left unglued.
Proof. We check the conditions of the definition of an angled chunk, Definition 3.9. The first two conditions are easy: π/2 ∈ (0, π), and each ideal vertex of a chunk is 4-valent, so the sum of the exterior angles of the edges meeting a boundary face corresponding to that vertex is 4 · π/2 = 2π, as required. For the third condition, we need to show that if a curve γ bounds a normal disk D in the truncated chunk, meeting edges e 1 , . . . , e n , then i (e i ) ≥ 2π.
Suppose first that D is not a compressing disk for F , so it is parallel into F . Then boundary γ of D must meet an even number of edges. If γ meets zero edges, then by (3) of the definition of normal, Definition 3.7, it lies in a face that is not simply connected, and thus γ bounds a disk in F that contains edges and crossings of π(L), with edges and crossings exerior to the disk as well. Isotope γ slightly in this disk so that it crosses exactly one edge of π(L) twice. Then we have a disk in F whose boundary meets only two edges of π(L) but with crossings contained within (and without) the disk. This contradicts the fact that π(L) is weakly prime.
If γ meets only two edges, then there are two cases. First, if neither edge is a boundary edge, then γ defines a curve on F bounding a disk in F meeting only two edges of π(L). Because the diagram is weakly prime, there must be no crossings within that disk, or if F is a 2-sphere, there must be a disk on the opposite side containing no crossings. But then its boundary violates condition (4) of the definition of normal. In the second case, one of the edges and hence both edges meeting γ are boundary edges. Then γ defines a curve on F meeting π(L) exactly once in a single crossing. Push the disk D slightly off this crossing, so ∂D meets π(L) in exactly two edges with a single crossing lying inside D. If F is not a 2-sphere, this immediately contradicts the fact that the diagram is weakly prime. If F is a 2-sphere, because π(L) must have more than one crossing, again this contradicts the fact that the diagram is weakly prime. Thus γ must meet at least four edges, and i (e i ) ≥ 4 · π/2 = 2π. Now suppose that D is a compressing disk for F . Then again γ determines a curve on F meeting π(L), bounding a compressing disk for F . If γ meets no boundary faces, the fact that r(π(L), F ) ≥ 4 implies that γ meets at least four edges of the chunk, so i (e i ) ≥ 4·π/2 = 2π.
If γ meets a boundary face, then it meets two boundary edges on that boundary face. Isotope ∂D through the boundary face and slightly outside; let β be the result after isotopy. Note the isotopy replaces the two intersections of γ with boundary edges by one or two intersections of β with edges whose endpoints lie on the boundary face, so β meets at most as many edges as γ. But then β defines a curve on F meeting π(L), bounding a compressing disk for F . Again r(π(L), F ) ≥ 4 implies β meets at least four edges. It follows that γ meets at least four edges. So again (e i ) ≥ 2π. Finally, for a chunk decomposition of Y L, because edges are glued in fours, the sum of all interior angles glued to an edge class is 4 · π/2 = 2π, as required.
For the checkerboard colourable case, white or shaded faces left unglued, each non-boundary edge is a surface edge. The sum of interior angles at each such edge is π/2 + π/2 = π.
Corollary 3.16 shows that weakly generalised alternating links in S 3 are nontrivial and nonsplit, giving a different proof of this fact than in [27] .
, then the chunks in the decomposition of Y L contain no normal bigons, i.e. no normal disks meeting exactly two interior edges.
Proof. A normal disk meeting exactly two interior edges would have (e i ) = π/2 + π/2 = π < 2π, contradicting the definition of an angled chunk decomposition.
is injective, and (3) S is not parallel into ∂M .
When Y = S 3 , Howie and Rubinstein proved that the checkerboard surfaces of a weakly generalised alternating link in S 3 are essential [29] . Using the machinery of angled chunk decompositions, we can extend this result to weakly generalised alternating links in any compact, orientable, irreducible 3-manifold Y .
Ozawa [37] proved a similar theorem for generalised alternating projections in S 3 . Similarly, Ozawa [38] and Ozawa and Rubinstein [39] showed that related classes of links admit essential surfaces, some of which can be viewed as checkerboard surfaces for a projection of the link onto a generalised projection surface (e.g. the Turaev surface; see also [20] ). The original proof that checkerboard surfaces are essential, for reduced prime alternating planar projections in S 3 , was due to Aumann in 1956 [9] .
Proof of Theorem 3.19. Let Σ be a checkerboard surface. Recall X denotes the link exterior,
Because Σ = ∂N (Σ) is 2-sided, by the loop theorem there exists a properly embedded essential disk D in X\\Σ with boundary on Σ. We may put D into normal form with respect to the bounded chunk decomposition of X\\Σ. Note ∂D does not meet the parabolic locus P of X\\Σ, which consists of the boundary components ∂N (L)∩∂(X\\Σ). Thus Proposition 3.12 implies that a(D) = −2π. On the other hand, any normal component of D in a chunk has combinatorial area at least 0, by definition of combinatorial area, Definition 3.10, and definition of an angled chunk, Definition 3.9. This is a contradiction.
is not injective. Then again the loop theorem implies there exists an embedded essential disk E in X\\Σ with ∂E consisting of an arc on Σ and an arc on P . Put E into normal form with respect to the chunk decomposition. Proposition 3.12 implies a(E) = −2πχ(E) + π = −π. Again this is a contradiction.
Detecting hyperbolicity
Our next application of the chunk decomposition is to determine conditions that guarantee that a reduced alternating link on a generalised projection surface is hyperbolic. Thurston [43] proved that a 3-manifold with torus boundary components has hyperbolic interior provided it is irreducible, boundary irreducible, atoroidal, and anannular. Using this result, Futer and Guéritaud show that a 3-manifold with an angled block decomposition is hyperbolic [18] . But when we allow a more general angled chunk decomposition, the manifold may contain essential tori and annuli. The main result of this section, Theorem 4.2, restricts these. A few remarks on the theorem. Hayashi [26] showed that if F is a Heegaard surface for S 3 and regions of F π(L) are disks, and in addition, if e(π(L), F ) > 4, then S 3 L contains no essential tori. Theorem 4.2 generalises Hayashi's theorem even in the case that F is a Heegaard surface for S 3 , for ifr(π(L), F ) > 4, the edge-representativity could still be 2 or 4.
Also, we cannot expect to do better than Theorem 4.2, for Hayashi [26] gives an example of an 8-component link in S 3 that is reduced alternating on a Heegaard torus F , with all regions of F π(L) disks and r(π(L), F ) =r(π(L), F ) = 4, such that the exterior of L admits an embedded essential torus. However, in the results below, we do give restrictions on the forms of reduced alternating links on F that are annular or toroidal.
, a thickened torus, with generalised projection surface F = T 2 × {0}. Because F has no compressing disks in Y , the representativity of any alternating link on F is infinite. Thus provided an alternating diagram on F has at least one crossing, is weakly prime, and is checkerboard colourable, it is weakly generalised alternating. If all regions of the diagram are disks, then Theorem 4.2 immediately implies that the link is hyperbolic.
Recently, others have studied the hyperbolic geometry of restricted classes of alternating links on T 2 ×{0} in T 2 ×[−1, 1], for example coming from uniform tilings [6, 14] , and diagrams without bigons [14] . Theorem 4.2 immediately proves the existence of a hyperbolic structure of such links. However, the results in [6, 14] give more details on their geometry. 4.1. Essential annuli. We first consider essential annuli. Suppose A is an essential annulus embedded in the complement of a link that is reduced alternating on a generalised projection surface F , as in Definition 2.7. Then Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 3.12 imply that A can be put into normal form, with a(A) = 0. If A meets ∂N (L), it must meet boundary faces and edges. Then Proposition 3.11 implies it is decomposed into disks with area 0.
Lemma 4.4. Let π(L) be a reduced alternating diagram of a link L on a generalised projection surface F in Y , as in Definition 2.7. Suppose further that the representativity satisfies r(π(L), F ) ≥ 4. In the angled chunk decomposition of X(L), a normal disk with combinatorial area zero that meets a boundary face has one of three forms:
(1) either it meets a single boundary face and two non-boundary edges, and runs through opposite boundary edges of the boundary face, or (2) it meets two boundary faces in adjacent boundary edges and encircles a single nonboundary edge of the chunk, or (3) it meets two boundary faces in opposite boundary edges of each boundary face. If the link is checkerboard colourable, in the second form it runs through faces of opposite colour, and in the third it runs through faces of the same colour.
Proof. Because all edges have exterior angle π/2, a disk of combinatorial area zero meets exactly four edges. Hence if it meets a boundary face, it either meets four boundary edges or two boundary edges and two interior edges.
There are various cases to consider. If it meets two boundary edges and two non-boundary edges, then it might meet adjacent boundary edges on the boundary face. In this case, slide the disk slightly off the boundary face so that its two intersections with boundary faces are replaced by an intersection with a single non-boundary edge. This gives a disk meeting three edges of the diagram. The representativity condition ensures the disk is parallel into the surface F . But the diagram consists of immersed closed curves on the surface, so they cannot meet the boundary of a disk an odd number of times. Thus in the first case, the disk meets opposite boundary edges of a boundary face. Now suppose that the disk meets exactly two boundary faces. If it meets both faces in opposite boundary edges, we are in the third case. If it meets one face in opposite boundary edges and one in adjacent boundary edges, again push the disk slightly off the boundary faces to obtain a curve bounding a disk that meets three edges of the diagram. As before, this gives a contradiction. So the only other possibility is that the disk meets two boundary faces and runs through adjacent boundary edges in both. This is the second case.
In the second case, we may slide the boundary of the normal disk slightly off the boundary face in a way that minimises intersections with non-boundary edges. Thus it will meet nonboundary edges exactly twice; this gives a curve γ on F meeting the link diagram exactly twice. The representativity condition implies that γ bounds a disk parallel into F . Then the fact that the diagram is weakly prime implies that it has no crossings in the interior of the disk, so the curve encircles a single edge as claimed.
As in the previous lemma, we will prove many results by considering the boundaries of normal disks on the chunk decomposition. The combinatorics of the gluing of faces in Proposition 3.1 and the fact that the chunk decomposition comes from an alternating link will allow us to obtain restrictions on the diagram of our original link.
Next we determine the form of a normal annulus when one its normal disks has the first form of Lemma 4.4 and is parallel into F . . Suppose A made up of normal squares such that one square A i ⊂ A has boundary meeting exactly one boundary face and two non-boundary edges, and A i is parallel into the surface F . Then
• two components of L form a 2-component link with a checkerboard colourable diagram which consists of a string of bigons arranged end to end on some component F j of F , • a checkerboard surface Σ associated to these components of π(L) is an annulus, and • a sub-annulus of A has one boundary component running through the core of Σ, and the other parallel to ∂Σ on ∂N (L).
Proof. Let A i be as in the statement of the lemma, so ∂A i bounds a disk on the surface of a chunk and meets one boundary face and two non-boundary edges. By Lemma 4.4, it must intersect opposite boundary edges of the boundary face that it meets. Now A i is glued to squares A i+1 and A i−1 along its sides adjacent to the boundary face. Say A i is glued to A i−1 in a face that we denote W i−1 , and A i is glued to A i+1 in a face denoted W i+1 . The boundary ∂A i runs through one more non-boundary face, which we denote by B i .
By Proposition 3.1, the gluing of A i to A i−1 and A i+1 will be by rotation in the faces W i−1 and W i+1 , respectively. Since ∂A i runs through opposite edges of a boundary face, the faces W i−1 and W i+1 are opposite across a crossing of π(L). Thus the gluing must be by rotation in the same direction (i.e. following the same orientation) in these two faces.
Superimpose ∂A i−1 and ∂A i+1 onto the same chunk as A i . Arcs are as shown in Figure 3 , left. In that figure, faces W i−1 and W i+1 are coloured white, and faces adjacent to these are shaded. The colouring is for ease of visualisation only; the argument applies even if the link is not checkerboard colourable.
Two additional comments on the figure: Because A i is normal, ∂A i cannot run from a boundary face to an adjacent edge. This forces arcs of ∂A i−1 and ∂A i+1 to intersect ∂A i in faces W i−1 and W i+1 , respectively, as shown. Second, the gluing map is a homeomorphism of these faces. Since ∂A i bounds a disk in F , the parts of the white face bounded by the arcs of A i−1 and A i+1 are simply connected.
Note ∂A i−1 has points inside and outside the disk bounded by ∂A i , so it must cross ∂A i at least twice. One crossing of ∂A i−1 is known: it lies in W i−1 . We claim that ∂A i−1 cannot cross ∂A i in the face B i . For suppose by way of contradiction that ∂A i−1 does intersect ∂A i in B i . Then ∂A i−1 must run from W i−1 across an interior edge into the face B i , and similarly for ∂A i . Thus the face B i lies on opposite sides of a crossing. Draw an arc in B i from one side of the crossing to the other, and connect to an arc in W i−1 to form a closed curve γ; see Figure 3 , middle. Note since γ is a simple closed curve lying in the disk in F with boundary ∂A i , γ bounds a disk. But γ gives a curve meeting the diagram exactly twice with a single crossing inside the disk; because there are also crossings outside the disk, this contradicts the fact that π(L) is weakly prime.
Since A i−1 and A i+1 lie in the same chunk of the decomposition, either they coincide or they are disjoint. If they coincide, and one of W i−1 or W i+1 is simply-connected, then A i−1 contradicts the definition of normal, since an arc of ∂A i−1 runs from an interior edge to an adjacent boundary edge. If neither region is simply-connected, then two components of π(L) form a chain of two bigons on some component of F , as required. So now assume A i−1 and A i+1 are distinct and disjoint, so that the images of ∂A i−1 and ∂A i+1 superimposed on the chunk are also disjoint.
Since ∂A i−1 intersects ∂A i in the face W i+1 but ∂A i−1 is disjoint from ∂A i+1 in this face, it follows that all intersections of ∂A i−1 with ∂A i must occur within the disk in W i+1 bounded by ∂A i outside the arc ∂A i+1 . Because this is a disk, we may isotope ∂A i−1 in the disk to meet ∂A i exactly once. Thus ∂A i−1 must be as shown in Figure 3 , right.
Now consider the dotted line lying within ∂A i−1 in Figure 3 , right. Because ∂A i bounds a disk on F , and because the portion of the face W i−1 bounded by ∂A i−1 is also a disk, we may obtain a new disk E by isotoping A i−1 through these two disks and slightly past the interior edges and boundary faces. The boundary of the disk E is shown in Figure 3 , right. Because r(π(L), F ) ≥ 4, E must be parallel into F . It follows that A i−1 is also a disk parallel into F . Now boundary faces are arranged in a circle, with bigons between them. Note in the direction of the circle, the boundary faces alternate meeting disks {A j } in one chunk then the other (shown red and blue in Figure 3 ). If there are an odd number of bigons, then the disks {A j } overlap in a chunk, contradicting the fact that A is embedded. So there are an even number of bigons. Then this portion of the diagram is a two component link, and the shaded surface Σ is an annulus between link components, with arcs of ∂A j in the shaded faces gluing to form the core of Σ. Finally, note the component of ∂A on the boundary faces never meets the shaded annulus. Hence it runs parallel to the boundary of the annulus Σ on ∂N (L). Proof. Put A into normal form with respect to the angled chunk decomposition of X(L). Proposition 3.12 implies that A meets chunks in components with combinatorial area zero. Because ∂A meets ∂N (L), one such component meets a boundary face. Then Proposition 3.11 implies that the chunk decomposition must divide A into disks. It follows that the other boundary component of A cannot lie on an exterior face and so it must also lie on ∂N (L). Let A i be a normal disk in A. Lemma 4.4 implies it has one of three forms.
If A i has the first form, then it is glued to another disk A i+1 of the first form. Becausê r(π(L), F ) > 4, one of A i or A i+1 is not a compression disk for F . Thus it is parallel into F . Then by Lemma 4.5, the diagram π(L) is as claimed. However, no such annulus A actually exists. In the proof of Lemma 4.5, we only glued up the normal squares along some of their edges. One edge of A i lies in a bigon face B. Glue this edge to some normal square A i . Since A i is disjoint from A i−1 and A i+1 , it follows that ∂A i lies inside the subdisk of F bounded by either ∂A i−1 or ∂A i+1 . But then the only possibility which allows A i to be a normal square is if ∂A i meets only interior edges. Hence it is impossible to glue up normal squares to form a properly embedded annulus when one such square has the first form, since we will never arrive at the other boundary component of A.
So suppose ∂A i meets two boundary faces. If all normal disks of A are of the second form of Lemma 4.4, they encircle a single crossing arc, and A is not essential.
If all normal disks of A are of the third form, thenr(π(L), F ) > 4 implies one, say A i , is not a compressing disk so is parallel into F . Superimpose three adjacent squares ∂A i , ∂A i+1 , and ∂A i−1 on the boundary of the same chunk. There are two cases: ∂A i and ∂A i−1 may be disjoint, or they may intersect.
If all normal disks are of the third form and ∂A i and ∂A i−1 are disjoint, then the fact that the diagram is weakly prime implies ∂A i must bound a bigon face (as in the proof of Lemma 4.5). But then similar arguments, using weakly prime and r(π(L), F ) ≥ 4, show ∂A i−1 and ∂A i+1 must also bound bigons. Repeating for these disks, it follows that all ∂A j bound bigons, and π(L) is a string of bigons. Since ∂A i avoids the bigon faces, the boundary components of ∂A run parallel to the surface made up of the bigons. If there are an odd number of bigons, each bigon is encircled by ∂A j for normal disks on both sides of F , and the boundary of A runs parallel to the boundary of a regular neighbourhood of the Möbius band made up of these bigons. If there are an even number, then the bigons form an annulus, with this portion of π(L) forming a two component link, and ∂A running along the link parallel to the annulus. Either case gives the desired result.
Suppose that all normal disks are of the third form and ∂A i and ∂A i−1 intersect. Since either ∂A i−1 and ∂A i+1 are disjoint or A i−1 and A i+1 coincide, the weakly prime and representativity conditions show that ∂A i bounds two bigon faces. If A i−1 and A i+1 coincide, then π(L) contains a string of exactly two bigons. If not, using similar ideas to the proof of Lemma 4.5, it follows that ∂A i−1 and ∂A i+1 also bound two bigon faces, and so does each ∂A j . Since ∂A j−1 and ∂A j+1 do not intersect for any j, there must be an even number of bigons, and π(L) forms a two component link, with ∂A running along the link parallel to the annulus formed by the bigons, as required.
So suppose there are normal disks of A of both the second and third forms. There must be a disk S 0 of the third form glued to one S 1 of the second form. Superimpose the boundaries of S 0 and S 1 on F . The rotation of the gluing map on chunks implies that the boundary faces met by ∂S 0 are adjacent to a single edge. Since r(π(L), F ) ≥ 4 and the diagram is weakly prime, ∂S 0 must bound a single bigon of π(L) as in Figure 4 . (The full argument is nearly identical to the argument that ∂A i−1 bounds a bigon in the proof of Lemma 4.5.)
Now consider S 2 glued to S 1 along its edge in the other face met by S 1 . The disk S 2 is disjoint from S 0 , so ∂S 2 cannot run through opposite sides of the boundary face it shares with S 0 . Thus S 2 must be of the second form, encircling a single interior edge just as S 1 does. Finally, S 2 glues to some S 3 along an edge in its other face. We claim S 3 cannot be of the Figure 4 . Shows how disks of the second and third form must lie in F . (Thin black arrows show the direction of the rotation for the gluing map from the blue side to the red.) Figure 5 . An isotopy replaces S 0 , S 1 , S 2 , S 3 with S 0 glued to S 3 . Shown left in three dimensions, right in two.
second form, encircling an interior edge, since if it did, it would glue to some S 4 disjoint from S 0 , requiring S 4 to be of the second form. Then S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , and S 4 would all encircle the same crossing arc in the diagram, but S 4 would not glue to S 1 . Hence additional normal squares would spiral around this arc, never closing up to form the annulus A. This is impossible.
So S 3 is of the third form, and when superimposed on F , ∂S 3 is parallel to ∂S 0 . Recall, however, that S 0 and S 3 lie in different chunks.
We can isotope A, removing squares S 1 and S 2 , replacing S 0 and S 3 with normal squares of the second form. The isotopy is shown in three dimensions on the left of Figure 5 ; the image of the boundaries of the normal squares in the two chunks under the isotopy is shown on the right. The isotopy strictly reduces the number of normal squares of A of the third form. Thus repeating a finite number of times, we find that A has no normal squares of the third form, and we are in a previous case. If an incompressible torus T is parallel to a component of L in Y , then T is meridionally compressible. Hence to show that a torus T is essential in X, it is sufficient to show that T is incompressible and meridionally incompressible.
The following is proved using an argument due to Menasco in the alternating case [35] . Figure 6 . On the left, ∂S j runs adjacent to crossings on opposite sides. The gluing of edges implies there are components of S ∩ ∂C meeting the opposite crossing arc. Because S j is innermost, one of those must be on ∂S j , as shown on the right, which implies S is meridionally compressible. 
Suppose further that one of the normal components of S is a disk that is parallel into F . Then S is meridionally compressible, and a meridional compressing disk meets L at a crossing.
Proof. Let S i be a normal disk of S that is parallel into F . Then ∂S i bounds a disk in F , and there is an innermost normal disk S j of S contained in the ball between S i and F (using irreducibility of Y ). The normal disk S j meets (interior) edges of the chunk decomposition, and these correspond to ∂S j running adjacent to over-crossings of π(L) on the side of F containing the chunk.
In the case that π(L) is checkerboard colourable, the boundary components of any face meeting π(L) will be alternating under-over in a manner consistent with the orientation on a face. Then the curve ∂S j must enter and exit the face by running adjacent to over-crossings on alternating sides; see Figure 6 , left. Crossing arcs opposite over-crossings are glued, hence S intersects the opposite crossing arc as shown. Since S j is innermost, one of the arcs of S ∩ ∂C opposite a crossing met by ∂S j must be part of ∂S j . Then S encircles a meridian of L at that crossing; see Figure 6 , right.
Even in the case that π(L) is not checkerboard colourable, we claim that ∂S j must enter and exit a face in consistently alternating boundary components, meaning that ∂S j enters and exits the face adjacent to crossings on opposite sides. Provided we can show this, the same argument as above will apply. If this does not hold, then ∂S j must enter and exit each face in distinct boundary components, and the boundary components are all inconsistently oriented. But ∂S j bounds a disk in F , so it meets each boundary component of each region an even number of times. There must be some outermost arc of intersection of ∂S j with a boundary component of a face of the chunk. For this arc, ∂S j must enter and exit the same boundary component of the same region, hence it enters and exits the face in a consistently alternating boundary component. If Y N (F ) is atoroidal but X := X(L) is toroidal, then any essential torus in X is divided into normal annuli in the angled chunk decomposition of X, with each boundary component of a normal annulus completely contained in a single face of the chunk decomposition.
Proof. Suppose T is an incompressible torus in X. Put T into normal form with respect to the chunk decomposition. Proposition 3.12 implies that T meets chunks in components of combinatorial area zero. Proposition 3.11 implies each component has one of three forms. Since Y N (F ) is atoroidal, there are no incompressible tori in a chunk C disjoint from ∂C, so T meets ∂C. We will rule out the case that the torus is split into normal disks, and the only remaining case will be the desired conclusion.
Suppose a component of T ∩ C is a normal disk. Then it is glued to normal disks along its sides. Since T is disjoint from L, all normal disks of T ∩ C are disjoint from boundary faces. By our assignment of exterior angles to interior edges, it follows that each normal disk of T ∩ C meets exactly four interior edges.
If any component of T ∩C is parallel into F , then it bounds a disk D in F . Then Lemma 4.8 shows T is meridionally compressible. Surger along a meridian compressing disk to obtain an annulus A. If the annulus is essential, it can be put into normal form and one of its boundary components is a meridian. But this contradicts Theorem 4.6: if there is an essential annulus, then π(L) bounds a string of bigons and the slope of each boundary component of the annulus is integral, and hence cannot be meridional. So the annulus A is not essential. But then A must be parallel to a component of ∂N (L), which implies that T is parallel to a component of ∂N (L), and therefore T is not essential.
So assume all disks are compressing disks for F with nontrivial boundary on F . The disks alternate lying on either side of F . Each gives a compressing disk for F with boundary meeting four edges, or meeting π(L) four times. This is impossible, sincer > 4.
By contrast to the previous result, if Y N (F ) is toroidal, then in the checkerboard colourable case, X(L) will be toroidal as well. 
Proof. An embedded incompressible torus T in Y N (F ) is also embedded in Y L. If it is not parallel into ∂Y , we prove it is essential in the link exterior. For suppose D is a compressing disk for T in Y L. Consider the intersection of D with the checkerboard surfaces Σ and Σ . Any innermost loop of intersection can be removed using Theorem 3.19. Then D can be isotoped to be disjoint from both Σ and Σ , hence disjoint from N (F ). This contradicts the fact that T is incompressible in Y N (F ).
If E is a meridional compressing disk for T , then E = E ∩ X is an annulus embedded in X with one boundary component on T and the other on ∂X. Since T is disjoint from N (F ), T is disjoint from the checkerboard surfaces. But E can be isotoped so that the other boundary component has intersection number one with ∂Σ, a contradiction since E ∩ Σ consists of properly embedded arcs and loops.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 now follows directly from previous results. If Y N (F ) is atoroidal and ∂-anannular, then X(L) is irreducible, boundary irreducible, atoroidal and anannular with torus boundary components, so Y L is hyperbolic.
In the case of knots, not links, we do not believe thatr(π(L), F ) > 4 should be required to rule out essential tori and annuli when all regions of F π(L) are disks. Some restriction on representativity will be necessary, for Adams et al [5] showed that the Whitehead double of the trefoil, which is a satellite knot and hence toroidal, has an alternating projection π(K) onto a genus-2 Heegaard surface for S 3 with r(π(K), F ) = 2 and all regions disks. Even so, we conjecture the following in the case of knots. 
4.3.
The case of knots on a torus in the 3-sphere. We can improve our results if we restrict to knots in Y = S 3 on F a torus. Recall that a nontrivial knot K in S 3 is either a satellite knot (the complement is toroidal), a torus knot (the complement is atoroidal but annular), or hyperbolic [43] . For a knot with a reduced alternating diagram π(K) on S 2 ,
Menasco [35] proved K is nontrivial, K is a satellite knot if and only if π(K) is not prime, and K is a torus knot if and only if it has the obvious diagram of the (p, 2)-torus knot.
Otherwise K is hyperbolic. Hyperbolicity has been studied for several other classes of knots and links in S 3 ; see for example [3] , [22] . Here, we completely classify the geometry of weakly generalised alternating knots on a torus in S 3 .
Theorem 4.12 (W.G.A. knots on a torus).
Let Y = S 3 , and let F be a torus. Let π(K) be a weakly generalised alternating projection of a knot K ⊂ S 3 onto F .
(1) If F is not a Heegaard torus, then K is a satellite knot.
(2) If F is a Heegaard torus and a region of F π(K) is an annulus A, (a) if the core of A forms a nontrivial knot in S 3 , then K is a satellite knot; (b) if the core of A forms an unknot in S 3 , then K is hyperbolic. (3) If F is a Heegaard torus and all regions of F π(K) are disks, then K is hyperbolic. Moreover, items (1) and (2a) also hold when K is a link. Remark 4.13. Items (1), (2a), and (3) first appeared in [27] . Item (2b) is new in this paper. We include the full proof for completeness. Note that Theorem 4.12 addresses all cases, since a diagram with multiple annular regions is the diagram of a multi-component link, and a diagram with a region which is a punctured torus does not satisfy the weakly prime or representativity conditions. We will prove the theorem in a sequence of lemmas. First, we restrict essential annuli. The following theorem first appeared in [27] .
Theorem 4.14. Let Y = S 3 , and let F be a generalised projection surface of positive genus. Let π(K) be a weakly generalised alternating projection of a knot K onto F . Then K is not a torus knot.
Proof. One of the checkerboard surfaces is non-orientable, and from Theorem 3.19 it is π 1 -essential in X. But Moser [36] proved that the only 2-sided essential surfaces in a torus knot exterior are the Seifert surface of genus 1 2 (p − 1)(q − 1) and the winding annulus at slope pq. The winding annulus covers a spanning surface if and only if q = 2, in which case it covers a Mobius band at slope pq. The only way to obtain an alternating projection from these is a (p, 2)-torus knot, which has a weakly generalised alternating projection onto S 2 only. Lemma 4.15. Let π(L) be a weakly generalised alternating projection of a link L onto a non-Heegaard torus F in S 3 . Then L is a satellite link.
Proof. This follows by Proposition 4.10. Because F is a non-Heegaard torus, there exists a torus T which is parallel to F and incompressible in S 3 N (F ).
Lemma 4.16. Let π(L) be a weakly generalised alternating projection of a link L onto a Heegaard torus F in S 3 , such that one region of F π(L) is homeomorphic to an annulus A. If the core of A forms a nontrivial knot in S 3 , then L is a satellite link.
Proof. Say the annulus A is a subset of the checkerboard surface Σ. Consider the complementary annulus A = F A on F . The core of A is parallel to that of A, hence it forms a nontrivial knot in S 3 . Let T be the boundary of a neighbourhood of A , chosen such that a solid torus V bounded by T contains A and contains L, and such that the core of A lies on the opposite side of T . We claim T is essential in X.
If D is a compressing disk for T , then D cannot lie on the side of T containing the core of A, since this side is a nontrivial knot exterior. So D ⊂ V . Then consider D ∩ Σ and D ∩ Σ , where Σ is the other checkerboard surface. Since D is meridional in V , it is possible to isotope D so that it intersects Σ in exactly one essential arc β. All loops of intersection between D and Σ or Σ can be isotoped away using Theorem 3.19. Since β is disjoint from Σ and β runs between the two distinct boundary components of A, it follows that A ∪ N (β ∩ Σ) is homeomorphic to a once-punctured torus, contradicting the fact that π(L) contains exactly one annular region. Thus T is incompressible in X.
If E is a meridional compressing disk for T , then E = E ∩ X is an annulus embedded in X with one boundary component on T and the other on ∂X. The boundary component on T does not intersect Σ , but the other boundary component has odd intersection number with Σ since Σ is a spanning surface. This is a contradiction.
Continuing to restrict to the case that F is a torus, if we further restrict to knots, we can rule out satellite knots in the remaining cases.
Lemma 4.17. Let π(K) be a weakly generalised alternating diagram of a knot K on a Heegaard torus F in S 3 with all regions of F π(K) disks. Then K is not a satellite knot.
Proof. When K is a knot, projected onto a Heegaard torus F , it is an example of a toroidally alternating knot, as in [2] . Adams showed that a toroidally alternating diagram of a nontrivial prime knot is not a satellite knot [2] ; K is nontrivial by Corollary 3.16 and prime by Theorem 2.9.
Lemma 4.18. Let π(K) be a weakly generalised alternating diagram of a knot K onto a Heegaard torus F in S 3 such that a region of F π(K) is homeomorphic to an annulus A. If the core of A forms a trivial knot in S 3 , then K is not a satellite knot.
Proof. Suppose T is an essential torus in S 3 K. Isotope T into normal form with respect to the chunk decomposition of S 3 K. Proposition 3.12 (Gauss-Bonnet) implies that the combinatorial area of T is zero. By Proposition 3.11, T meets the chunks either in incompressible tori, or annuli, or disks.
If T meets a chunk in an incompressible torus, then T is completely contained on one side of F . But F is a Heegaard torus, so each chunk is a solid torus. There are no incompressible tori embedded in a solid torus.
So suppose that a normal component of T is an annulus S meeting no edges of a chunk, with ∂S lying in non-contractible faces of the chunk. Because F is a torus, ∂S lies in an annular face. Because π(K) is connected (K is a knot), there is only one annular face, namely A. Thus ∂S forms parallel essential curves in A. Let α be the core of A. By hypothesis, α is the unknot, hence it is either a (p, 1) or (1, q) torus knot, and we can choose a compressing disk D for the projection torus F such that ∂D meets α exactly once. Consider D ∩ T . By incompressibility of T , any innermost loop of D ∩ T can be isotoped away. So D ∩ T consists of arcs with endpoints on A ∩ ∂D. Consider an outermost arc on D. This bounds a disk. We may use the disk to isotope T through the chunk, removing the arc of intersection, and changing two adjacent curves of intersection of T ∩ A into a single loop of intersection, bounding a disk on A, which can then be isotoped away. Repeating, T can be isotoped to remove all intersections with A, so T can be isotoped to be disjoint from F × I. Thus the annulus case does not occur.
Finally, suppose that T is cut into normal disks meeting the chunks. Each has combinatorial area 0. By definition of combinatorial area and the fact that each edge of the chunk is assigned angle π/2, each normal disk meets exactly four edges.
First suppose a normal square S of T is parallel into F . Lemma 4.8 implies that S is meridionally compressible with a meridional compressing disk meeting K at a crossing. Surger along the meridional compressing disk to obtain a sphere meeting K twice in exactly two meridians. This sphere bounds 3-balls on both sides in S 3 , one of which contains only a trivial arc of K, since K is prime by Theorem 2.9. Depending on which 3-ball contains the trivial arc, either T is boundary parallel, or T is compressible, both of which are contradictions. This is exactly Menasco's argument in [35] .
So each normal disk of T is a compression disk for F . These normal disks cut the Heegaard tori into ball regions, each ball with boundary consisting of an annulus on F and two disks of T . Because T is separating, these can be coloured according to whether K is inside or outside the ball. Consider the regions with K outside. These are I-bundles over a disk. They are glued along regions of the chunk decomposition lying between a pair of edges running parallel to the fiber. Thus the regions are fibered, with the gluing preserving the fibering, and we obtain an I-bundle that is a submanifold of S 3 with boundary a single torus T . The only possibility is that the submanifold is an I-bundle over a Klein bottle, but no Klein bottle embeds in S 3 . This contradiction is exactly Adams' contradiction in [2] .
Proof of Theorem 4.12. When F is not a Heegaard torus, or when F is a Heegaard torus but a region of F π(K) is an annulus with knotted core, then Lemmas 4.15 and 4.16, respectively, imply that K is a satellite knot. In the remaining two cases, Lemmas 4.18 and 4.17 imply that S 3 K is atoroidal. Subsequently, Theorem 4.14 implies that S 3 K is anannular. Because S 3 K is irreducible and boundary irreducible, it must be hyperbolic in these cases.
Corollary 4.19. Let π(K) be a generalised alternating diagram of a knot K onto a torus F , as defined by Ozawa [37] . Then K is hyperbolic if and only if F is Heegaard.
Proof. In Ozawa's definition of generalised alternating diagrams on F , the regions are disks, so the result follows from (1) and (3) of Theorem 4.12.
Accidental, virtual fibered, and quasifuchsian surfaces
We now switch to links with checkerboard colourable diagrams, and consider again the checkerboard surfaces Σ and Σ of a weakly generalised alternating link diagram, which are essential by Theorem 3.19. Using the bounded angled chunk decompositions of the link exterior cut along Σ, we give further information about the surface Σ. In particular, we determine when it is accidental, quasifuchsian, or a virtual fiber.
We fix some notation. As before, we let Y be a compact orientable irreducible 3-manifold with generalised projection surface F , such that if ∂Y = ∅, then ∂Y consists of tori and ∂Y is incompressible in Y N (F ). Let L be a link with a weakly generalised alternating diagram on F , Σ a π 1 -essential spanning surface, Σ = ∂N (Σ), M Σ = (Y L)\\Σ, and P = ∂M Σ ∩ ∂N (L) the parabolic locus.
5.1. Accidental surfaces. An accidental parabolic is a non-trivial loop in Σ which is freely homotopic into ∂N (L) through X := Y N (L), but not freely homotopic into ∂Σ through Σ.
Define an accidental annulus for Σ to be an essential annulus A properly embedded in M Σ such that ∂A = α ∪ β where β ⊂ P and α ⊂ Σ is an accidental parabolic. It is well-known that if spanning surface Σ contains an accidental parabolic, then it admits an accidental annulus in M Σ . See, for example Ozawa-Tsutsumi [40] , or [21, Lemma 2.2] .
A surface Σ is accidental if M Σ contains an accidental annulus. If Σ is accidental, then the slope of Σ is the same as the slope of β on P .
Lemma 5.1. Let π(L) be a weakly generalised alternating link projection onto a generalised projection surface F in Y , with shaded checkerboard surface Σ. Let A be an accidental annulus for Σ. Then A decomposes as the union of an even number of normal squares, each with one side on a shaded face, one side on a boundary face, and two opposite sides on white faces.
Proof. The annulus A is essential, so it can be isotoped into normal form by Theorem 3.8. Then by Gauss-Bonnet, Proposition 3.12, the combinatorial area of A is a(A) = −2πχ(A) + π p = 0 + π p, where p is the number of times a boundary curve of A runs from ∂N (Σ) to the parabolic locus and then back to ∂N (Σ). Since one component of ∂A is completely contained in ∂N (Σ) and the other is completely contained in the parabolic locus, it follows that p = 0. Thus a(A) = 0. Then A is subdivided into normal pieces, each with combinatorial area 0 within a chunk. By Proposition 3.11, each piece can be a disk or an annulus; the torus case does not arise because A is an annulus. Since ∂A meets boundary faces of the chunk, there cannot be a normal component of A meeting no edges. It follows that all normal components of A are disks with combinatorial area 0. Because each edge of the chunk has angle π/2, it follows that each piece meets exactly four edges, so it is a normal square.
Because A runs through two distinct chunks, alternating between chunks, the total number of squares forming A must be even. Consider intersections of A with white faces. We claim each arc of intersection runs from the component of ∂A on the parabolic locus P to a shaded face. For if an arc runs from β = ∂A ∩ P back to β, an innermost such arc along with an arc on P bounds a disk in A. Because the white checkerboard surface Σ is boundary π 1 -injective, we may push away this intersection. Similarly, if an innermost arc of intersection of A with the white faces runs from α = ∂A ∩ Σ back to α then it cuts off a bigon region of A in normal form. This contradicts Corollary 3.17. So each arc of intersection of A with a white face runs from β to α on A. Thus each square is as described in the lemma. Futer, Kalfagianni, and Purcell [21] proved that a state surface associated to a σ-adequate σ-homogeneous link diagram has no accidental parabolics. This implies that the checkerboard surfaces associated to a reduced prime alternating diagram are not accidental in X. Lemma 5.2 leads to a new proof in that case.
Corollary 5.3. Let π(L) be a reduced prime alternating link projection onto S 2 in S 3 ; i.e. L is alternating in the usual sense. Then neither checkerboard surface is accidental in X.
Proof. Suppose A is an accidental annulus for a checkerboard surface. Put A into normal form. Every square making up A must be parallel into S 2 . This contradicts Lemma 5.2.
Proof. Suppose A is an accidental annulus. The boundary of any normal square making up A can be isotoped to meet π(L) exactly four times. Since the representativity is strictly greater than four on one side of F , no square of A on that side can be a compressing disk for F . Hence every square on one side of F is parallel into F , contradicting Lemma 5.2. Figure 7 shows an example of a weakly generalised alternating link in S 3 where one of the checkerboard surfaces contains an accidental parabolic. This shows that we need the condition on representativity for links. However for knots, the condition is not necessary. The proof of the following is similar to [21, Theorem 2.6].
Theorem 5.5. Let π(K) be a weakly generalised alternating knot projection. If Σ is a checkerboard surface associated to π(K) and Σ contains at least one disk region, then Σ is not accidental in X.
Proof. Let R be a disk region of Σ . Suppose that A is an accidental annulus for Σ. Since ∂A ∩ P must have the same slope as Σ, there must be one arc of A ∩ R beginning on each segment of π(L) in ∂R . But it is impossible for these arcs to run to non-adjacent crossings without intersecting in the interior of R . Hence there can be no accidental annulus for Σ.
5.2. Semi-fibers. We say an essential surface Σ in a compact, orientable 3-manifold M is a semi-fiber if either there is a fibration of M over S 1 with fiber Σ, or if Σ is the common frontier of two twisted I-bundles over Σ whose union is M . Note that if Σ is a semi-fiber, then M \\Σ is an I-bundle. In this section, we determine when a checkerboard surface is a semi-fiber in a weakly generalised alternating link complement. Note R ∩ Σ consists of ideal edges on the boundary of the face R. It follows that the boundary of each component of B ∩ R consists of arcs α 1 , β 1 , . . . , α n , β n with α i an arc in an ideal edge of R ∩ Σ and β i in the vertical boundary of B, in the interior of R. We may assume that each arc β i runs between distinct ideal edges, else isotope B through the disk bounded by β i and an ideal edge to remove β i , and merge α i and α i+1 .
We may assume that β i runs from Q × {0} to Q × {1}, for if not, then β i ⊂ R is an arc from ∂Q × {1} to ∂Q × {1}, say, in an annulus component of ∂Q × I. Such an arc bounds a disk in ∂Q × I. This disk has boundary consisting of the arc β i in R and an arc on ∂Q × {1} ⊂ Σ. If the disk were essential, it would give a contradiction to Corollary 3.17. So it is inessential, and we may isotope B to remove β i , merging α i and α i+1 . It now follows that n is even.
Finally we show that n = 2, i.e. that each component of B ∩ R is a quadrilateral with arcs α 1 , β 1 , α 2 , β 2 . For if not, there is an arc γ ⊂ R with endpoints on α 1 and α 3 . By sliding along the disk R, we may isotope B so γ lies in B ∩ R. Then note that γ lies in Q × I with endpoints on Q × {1}. It must be parallel vertically to an arc δ ⊂ Q × {1} ⊂ Σ. This gives another disk D with boundary consisting of an arc on R and an arc on Σ.
The disk D cannot be essential since that would contradict Corollary 3.17. Hence D is inessential which means that α 1 and α 3 lie on the same ideal edge of R. From above we know that α 2 must lie on a different ideal edge of R. But it is impossible to then connect up the endpoints of the α i to enclose a subdisk of R.
It follows that each component of B ∩ R is a product rectangle α × I where α × {1} = α 1 is an arc of an ideal edge of W and α × {0} = α 2 is an arc of an ideal edge of W .
Next suppose B is a twisted I-bundle B = Q ×I where Q is non-orientable. Let γ 1 , . . . , γ m be a maximal collection of orientation reversing closed curves on Q. Let A i ⊂ B be the I-bundle over γ i . Each A i is a Möbius band. The bundle B 0 = B (∪ i A i ) is then a product bundle B 0 = Q 0 × I where Q 0 = Q (∪ i γ i ) is an orientable surface. Our work above then implies that B 0 ∩ R is a product rectangle for each white region R. To obtain B ∩ R, we attach the vertical boundary of such a product rectangle to the vertical boundary of a product rectangle of A i . This procedure respects the product structure of all rectangles, hence the result is a product rectangle.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. If Σ is a semi-fiber for X = Y N (L), then the manifold M Σ = X\\Σ is an I-bundle. Lemma 5.7 implies M Σ intersects each white face R in a product rectangle of the form α × I, where α × {0} and α × {1} lie on ideal edges of R. Since R ⊂ M Σ , the face R is a product rectangle, with exactly two ideal edges α × {0} and α × {1}. Thus R is a bigon.
If every white face R is a bigon, then π(L) is a string of bigons lined up end to end on F . But then the white checkerboard surface Σ is made up of the interior of the bigons, hence it is a Möbius band or annulus. Then the white surface Σ is π 1 -essential by Theorem 3.19; it follows that X contains an essential annulus and therefore is not hyperbolic.
Quasifuchsian surfaces.
A properly embedded π 1 -essential surface Σ in a hyperbolic 3-manifold is quasifuchsian if the lift of Σ to H 3 is a plane whose limit set is a Jordan curve on the sphere at infinity. The following theorem follows from work of Thurston [42] and Bonahon [10] ; see also Canary-Epstein-Green [12] .
Theorem 5.8. Let Σ be a properly embedded π 1 -essential surface in a hyperbolic 3-manifold of finite volume. Then Σ is exactly one of: quasifuchsian, semi-fibered, or accidental.
Fenley [17] showed that a minimal genus Seifert surface for a non-fibered hyperbolic knot is quasifuchsian. Futer, Kalfagianni, and Purcell [21] showed that the state surface associated to a homogeneously adequate knot diagram is quasifuchsian whenever such a knot is hyperbolic. This includes the case of the checkerboard surfaces associated to a reduced planar alternating diagram of a hyperbolic knot in S 3 .
Corollary 5.9. Let π(L) be a weakly generalised alternating diagram of a link L on a generalised projection surface F in a 3-manifold Y . Suppose Y is closed or has boundary consisting of tori, that F has genus at least 1, and that Y N (F ) is atoroidal and ∂-anannular. Suppose further thatr(π(L), F ) > 4, and that the regions of F π(L) are disks. If Σ is a checkerboard surface associated to π(L), then Σ is quasifuchsian.
Proof. Theorem 4.2 ensures that Y L is hyperbolic, so the surface Σ cannot be a virtual fiber by Theorem 5.6. It cannot be accidental by Theorem 5.4. By Theorem 5.8, the only remaining possibility is for Σ to be quasifuchsian.
Bounds on volume
In this section, we give a lower bound on the volumes of hyperbolic weakly generalised alternating links in terms of their diagrams. Lackenby was the first to bound volumes of alternating knots in terms of a diagram [32] . Our method of proof is similar to his, using angled chunk decompositions rather than ideal polyhedra. Much of his work goes through. Definition 6.1. Let S be a π 1 -essential surface properly embedded in an orientable hyperbolic 3-manifold M . Consider M \\S. This is a 3-manifold with boundary; therefore it admits a JSJ-decomposition, decomposing it along essential tori and annuli into I-bundles, Seifert fibered solid tori, and guts. The guts, denoted guts(M \\S), is the portion of the manifold M \\S after the JSJ-decomposition that admits a hyperbolic metric with geodesic boundary.
To bound the volume, we will use the following theorem applied to checkerboard surfaces. • a string of bigon regions of π(L) arranged vertex to vertex that is maximal in the sense that no larger string of bigons contains it, or • a single crossing adjacent to no bigons. The twist number tw(π(L)) is the number of twist regions in a weakly twist-reduced diagram.
Any diagram of a weakly generalised alternating link on a generalised projection surface F can be modified to be weakly twist reduced. For if D is a disk as in the definition and neither D nor D contains only bigons, then a flype in D on F moves the crossings met by ∂D to be adjacent, either canceling the crossings or leaving a bigon between, reducing the number of twist regions on F .
Lemma 6.5. Let π(L) be a reduced alternating diagram on F in Y , such that all regions of Y π(L) are disks. Let D 1 and D 2 be normal disks parallel to F such that ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 meet exactly four interior edges. Isotope ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 to minimise intersections ∂D 1 ∩ ∂D 2 in faces. If ∂D 1 intersects ∂D 2 in a face of the chunk, then ∂D 1 intersects ∂D 2 exactly twice, in faces of the same colour.
Proof. The boundaries ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 are quadrilaterals, with sides of ∂D i between intersections with interior edges. Note that ∂D 1 can intersect ∂D 2 at most once in any of its sides by the requirement that the number of intersections be minimal (else isotope through a disk face). Thus there are at most four intersections of ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 . If ∂D 1 meets ∂D 2 four times, then the two quads run through the same regions, both bounding disks, and can be isotoped off each other using the fact that the diagram is weakly prime. Since the quads intersect an even number of times, there are either zero or two intersections. If zero intersections, we are done.
So suppose there are two intersections. Since all regions are disks, π(L) is checkerboard colourable. Suppose ∂D 1 intersects ∂D 2 exactly twice in faces of the opposite colour. Then an arc α 1 ⊂ ∂D 1 has both endpoints on ∂D 1 ∩ ∂D 2 and meets only one intersection of ∂D 1 with an interior edge of the chunk decomposition. Similarly, an arc α 2 ⊂ ∂D 2 has both endpoints on ∂D 1 ∩ ∂D 2 and meets only one intersection of ∂D 2 with an interior edge of the chunk decomposition. Then α 1 ∪ α 2 is a closed curve on F meeting exactly two interior edges of the chunk decomposition and bounding a disk in F .
There are four cases:
It follows that the corresponding disk on F contains no crossings. But then the arcs α 1 and α 2 are parallel and in the first three cases, the arcs can be isotoped through the disk to remove the intersections of D 1 and D 2 . In the final case, the interior of the disk bounded by α 1 ∪ α 2 is not disjoint from ∂D 1 ∪ ∂D 2 , but it is still possible to isotope D 1 to be disjoint from D 2 . Theorem 6.6. Let π(L) be a weakly twist-reduced, weakly generalised alternating diagram on a generalised projection surface F in a 3-manifold Y . Let S and W denote the checkerboard surfaces, and let r S = r S (π(L)) and r W = r W (π(L)) denote the number of non-bigon regions of S and W respectively. Suppose F has genus at least 1, all regions of F π(L) are disks, and r(π(L), F ) > 4. Write M S = X\\S, and M W = X\\W . Then
We know M S is obtained by gluing two chunks along white faces only. If guts(M S ) happens to equal M S , then χ(M S ) is obtained by taking the Euler characteristic of each chunk, which is χ(F )/2, and subtracting one from the total for each (disk) white face. However, note that if there are any white bigon regions, then the white bigon can be viewed as a quad with two sides on the parabolic locus P and two sides on S. A neighbourhood of this is part of an I-bundle, with horizontal boundary on S and vertical boundary on the parabolic locus. Thus white bigon faces cannot be part of the guts. We will remove them.
To find any other I-bundle or Seifert fibered components, we must identify any essential annuli embedded in M S , disjoint from the parabolic locus, and with ∂A ⊂ S; these give the JSJ-decomposition of M S . So suppose A is such an essential annulus. Definition 6.7. We say that A is parabolically compressible if there exists a disk D with interior disjoint from A, with ∂D meeting A in an essential arc α on A, and with ∂D α lying on S ∪ P , with α meeting P transversely exactly once. We may surger along such a disk; this is called a parabolic compression, and it turns the annulus A into a disk meeting P transversely exactly twice, with boundary otherwise on S. This is called an essential product disk (EPD); each EPD will be part of the I-bundle component of the JSJ-decomposition. . . . Figure 9 . Left: ∂E 1 is not parallel to a boundary edge in U , hence ∂E 1 meets ∂E 2 in U . Right: ∂E 1 is parallel to a boundary edge.
disks, r(π(L), F ) > 4, and there are no white bigon regions. Let A be an essential annulus embedded in M S = X\\S, disjoint from the parabolic locus, with ∂A ⊂ S. Then A is not parabolically compressible.
Proof. Suppose A is parabolically compressible. Then surger along a parabolic compressing disk to obtain an EPD E. Put E into normal form with respect to the chunk decomposition of M S . If E intersects a white (interior) face coming from W , then consider the arcs E ∩ W . Such an arc has both endpoints on S. If one cuts off a disk on E that does not meet the parabolic locus, then there will be an innermost such disk. This will be a normal bigon, i.e. a disk in the chunk decomposition meeting exactly two surface edges. This contradicts Corollary 3.17. So E ∩ W consists of arcs running from S to S, cutting off a disk meeting the parabolic locus P on either side. Thus W cuts E into normal squares {E 1 , . . . , E n }. On the end of E, the square E 1 has one side on W , two sides on S, and the final side on a boundary face. We may isotope slightly off the boundary face into an adjacent white face so that E 1 remains normal. Then E 1 and E 2 are both squares meeting no boundary faces. Since r(π(L), F ) > 4, no E i can be a compressing disk for F , hence each is parallel into F . Superimpose E 1 and E 2 onto the boundary of one of the chunks. An edge of E 1 in a white face U ⊂ W is glued to an edge of E 2 in the same white face. Because the two are in different chunks, when we superimpose, ∂E 2 ∩ U is obtained from ∂E 1 ∩ U by a rotation in U .
If E 1 ∩ U is not parallel to a single boundary edge, then ∂E 1 ∩ U and ∂E 2 ∩ U intersect; see Figure 9 . But then Lemma 6.5 implies that ∂E 1 and ∂E 2 also intersect in another white face. But ∂E 1 is parallel to a single boundary edge in its second white face, so ∂E 2 cannot intersect it. This is a contradiction.
So E 1 ∩ U is parallel to a single boundary edge (and hence so is E 2 ∩ U ). But then E 1 meets both white faces in arcs parallel to boundary edges. Isotoping ∂E 1 slightly, this gives a closed curve on F meeting π(L) in crossings. If the crossings are distinct, then because π(L) is weakly twist reduced, the two crossings must bound white bigons between them, contradicting the fact that there are no white bigon regions in the diagram. If the crossings are not distinct, then ∂E 1 encircles a single crossing of π(L). Repeating the argument with E 2 and E 3 , and so on, we find that each ∂E i encircles a single crossing, and thus the original annulus A is boundary parallel. This contradicts the fact that A is essential.
So if there is an EPD E, it cannot meet W . Then it lies completely on one side of F . Its boundary runs through two shaded faces and two boundary faces. Slide slightly off the boundary faces; we see that its boundary defines a curve meeting the knot four times. Because r(π(L), F ) > 4, it cannot be a compressing disk, so E is parallel into F . But then weakly twist-reduced implies its boundary encloses a string of white bigons, or its exterior in unit unit Figure 10 . Left: E i−1 , E i , and E i+1 must intersect as shown. Right: cycle of three such tangles.
F contains a string of white bigons meeting ∂E in the same two crossings. Since there are no white bigons, ∂E is boundary parallel, and the EPD is not essential.
Lemma 6.9. Let π(L) be a weakly twist-reduced, weakly generalised alternating diagram on a generalised projection surface F in a 3-manifold Y . Suppose F has genus at least 1, all regions of F π(L) are disks, r(π(L), F ) > 4, and there are no white bigon regions. Let A be an essential annulus embedded in M S = X\\S, disjoint from the parabolic locus, with ∂A ⊂ S. Then A cannot be parabolically incompressible.
Proof. Suppose A is parabolically incompressible and put A into normal form; Proposition 3.11 implies W cuts A into squares E 1 , . . . , E n . Representativity r(π(L), F ) > 4 implies each square is parallel into F . Note that if a component of intersection E i ∩ W is parallel to a boundary edge, then the disk of W bounded by E i ∩ W , the boundary edge, and S defines a parabolic compression disk for A, contradicting the fact that A is parabolically incompressible. So each component of E i ∩ W cannot be parallel to a boundary edge. Again superimpose all squares E 1 , . . . , E n on one of the chunks. The squares are glued in white faces, and cut off more than a single boundary edge in each white face, so ∂E i must intersect ∂E i+1 in a white face; see again Figure 9 . Then Lemma 6.5 implies ∂E i intersects ∂E i+1 in both of the white faces it meets. Similarly, ∂E i intersects ∂E i−1 in both its white faces. Because E i−1 and E i+1 lie in the same chunk, they are disjoint (or E i−1 = E i+1 , but this makes A a Möbius band rather than an annulus). This is possible only if E i−1 , E i , and E i+1 line up as in Figure 10 left, bounding tangles as shown. Lackenby calls such tangles units [32] . Then all E j form a cycle of such tangles, as in Figure 10 right.
Since all white regions are disks, the inside and outside of the cycle are disks. Also, all E i bound disks on F . But then F is the union of two disks and an annulus made up of disks; this is a sphere. This contradicts the fact that the genus of F is at least 1.
Proof of Theorem 6.6. Suppose first that π(L) has no white bigon regions. Then Lemma 6.8 and Lemma 6.9 imply that there are no embedded essential annuli in M S . It follows that
If π(L) contains white bigon regions, then replace each string of white bigon regions in the diagram π(L) by a single crossing, to obtain a new link. Since white bigons lead to product regions, the guts of the shaded surface of the new link agrees with guts(M S ). Hence χ(guts(M S )) = χ(M S ) = χ(F ) − r W in this case.
An identical argument applies to M W , replacing the roles of W and S above. 
Proof. The fact that Y L is hyperbolic follows from Theorem 4.2. Let Γ be the 4-regular graph associated to π(L) by replacing each twist-region with a vertex. Let |v(Γ)| denote the number of vertices of Γ, |f (Γ)| the number of regions. Because Γ is 4-valent, the number of edges is 2|v(Γ)|, so
Then applying Theorems 6.2 and 6.6 gives
Again the restriction on representativity is the best possible for Theorem 6.10: The knot 10 161 , shown in Figure 11 , has a generalised alternating projection onto a Heegaard torus, with r(π(L), F ) = 4, with 10 twist regions and 11 crossings, but vol(10 161 ) ≈ 5.6388 < 5v 8 . In this case, there exists an I-bundle which does not come from a twist region.
Exceptional fillings
This section combines results of the previous sections to address questions on the geometry of Dehn fillings of weakly generalised alternating links. These questions can be addressed in two ways, one geometric and the other combinatorial. Both arguments have advantages. We compare results in Remark 7.7.
7.1. Geometry and slope lengths. Let M be a manifold with torus boundary whose interior admits a hyperbolic structure. Recall that a slope on ∂M is an isotopy class of essential simple closed curves. A slope inherits a length from the hyperbolic metric, by measuring a geodesic representative on the (Euclidean) boundary of an embedded horoball neighborhood of all cusps. The 6-Theorem [7, 31] implies that if a slope has length greater than six, Dehn filling along that slope will result in a hyperbolic manifold. We will apply the 6-Theorem to bound exceptional fillings. First, we need to bound the lengths of slopes on weakly generalised alternating links, and this can be done by applying results of Burton and Kalfagianni [11] . Burton and Kalfagianni give bounds on slope lengths for hyperbolic knots that admit a pair of essential surfaces. By Theorem 3.19, weakly generalised alternating links admit such surfaces. Moreover, Theorem 4.2 gives conditions that guarantee the link complement is hyperbolic. Putting these together, we obtain the following. The results of Theorem 7.1 should be compared to those of Adams et al in [1] : for regular alternating knots in S 3 , they found that (µ) ≤ 3 − 6/c and (λ) ≤ 3c − 6, matching our results exactly when F = S 2 .
The bounds on slope length lead immediately to bounds on exceptional Dehn fillings, and to bounds on volume change under Dehn filling. Proof. As in [11] , the Euclidean area of a maximal cusp C in a one-cusped 3-manifold X satisfies
Work of Cao and Meyerhoff [13] implies area(C) ≥ 3.35. Plugging in the bound on (µ) from Theorem 7.1, along with the fact that |i(σ, µ)| = |q|, and solving for (σ), we obtain
Thus if |q| > (18/3.35)(1 − χ(F )/c) > 5.373(1 − χ(F )/c), then (σ) > 6 and the 6-Theorem gives the result. 
Proof. If |q| > 5.6267(1 − χ(F )/c), then (σ) > 2π and the hypotheses of [19, Theorem 1.1] hold. The lower bound on volume comes from that theorem, and from Theorem 6.10.
Combinatorial lengths.
We now turn to combinatorial results on Dehn filling. In [31] , Lackenby gives conditions that guarantee that an alternating link on S 2 in S 3 admits no exceptional Dehn fillings, using the dual of angled polyhedra. We reinterpret his arguments in terms of angled polyhedra, as in [23] , and generalise to angled chunks. The main theorem is the following. Here tw(K, π(L)) denotes the number of twist regions that the component K runs through. See [30] for the complete classification of exceptional fillings on hyperbolic alternating knots when F = S 2 and Y = S 3 . Theorem 7.4 has the following corollaries. Proof. Suppose that some component K i of L only passes through one twist-region. Then there exists a curve γ on F which is parallel to K i and meets π(L) at most once. If γ meets π(L) once, then π(L) is not checkerboard colourable. If γ is essential in F and does not meet π(L), then some region of F π(L) is not a disk. If γ is trivial in F and does not meet π(L), then γ can be isotoped across the twist region to meet π(L) exactly twice, contradicting the fact that π(L) is weakly prime. Hence tw(K i , π(L)) ≥ 2, and then by Theorem 7.4, any filling along K i where |q i | > 4 will be hyperbolic. Corollary 7.6. Let π(K) be a weakly twist-reduced, weakly generalised alternating diagram of a knot K on a generalised projection surface F in a 3-manifold Y . Suppose Y is either closed or has boundary consisting of tori, Y N (F ) is atoroidal and ∂-anannular, and F has genus at least 5. Finally, suppose that the regions of F π(K) are disks, and r(π(K), F ) > 4. Then all non-trivial fillings of Y K are hyperbolic.
Proof. Let Γ be a graph obtained by replacing each twist region of π(K) by a vertex. If t is the number of twist-regions in π(K) and f is the number of non-bigon faces, then Euler characteristic gives −t + f = 2 − 2g(F ). Since π(K) is checkerboard-colourable, it follows that f ≥ 2 and hence that t ≥ 2g(F ) ≥ 10. But then Theorem 7.4 shows that any filling along K where q = 0 will be hyperbolic.
Remark 7.7. Compare Corollary 7.2 to Theorem 7.4. The hypotheses are slightly weaker for the corollary, and indeed, Burton and Kalfagianni's geometric estimates on slope length [11] apply anytime a knot is hyperbolic with two essential spanning surfaces. Thus it applies to hyperbolic adequate knots, for which r(π(K), F ) = 2. However, the requirement on |q| is also stronger in Corollary 7.2: it is necessary that |q| ≥ 6 whenever F has positive genus. In contrast, Theorem 7.4 requires stronger restrictions on the diagram, namely r(π(L), F ) > 4, but works for links and only needs |q| > 4, and often works with lower |q|. For example, when the diagram has a high number of twist regions, e.g. tw(K i , π(L)) > 8, Theorem 7.4 will apply for any q = 0.
To prove Theorem 7.4, we will define a combinatorial length of slopes, and show that if the combinatorial length is at least 2π, then the Dehn filling is hyperbolic. First, we need to extend our definition of combinatorial area to surfaces that may not be embedded, and may have boundary components lying in the interior of a chunk.
Definition 7.8. Let S be the general position image of a map of a connected compact surface into a chunk C. Then S is admissible if:
• If S is closed, it is π 1 -injective in C.
• S and ∂S are transverse to all faces, boundary faces, and edges of C.
• ∂S ∂C is a (possibly empty) collection of embedded arcs with endpoints in interior faces of C, or embedded closed curves.
• ∂S ∩ ∂C consists of a collection of immersed closed curves or immersed arcs.
• If an arc γ i of ∂S lies entirely in a single face of C, then either the arc is embedded in that face, or the face is not simply connected, and every subarc of γ i that forms a closed curve on the face does not bound a disk on that face.
• Each closed curve component satisfies conditions (3) through (5) of the definition of normal, Definition 3.7.
• Each arc component satisfies conditions (4) and (5) of Definition 3.7. A surface S in an irreducible, ∂-irreducible 3-manifold M with a chunk decomposition is admissible if each component of intersection of S with a chunk is admissible.
We noted above that admissible surfaces do not need to be embedded. In fact, they do not even need to be immersed. For example, an admissible surface could be the image of a compact surface under a continuous map. If S is any immersed surface that is π 1 -injective and boundary π 1 -injective in a 3-manifold M that is irreducible and ∂-irreducible, we may homotope S to be admissible. A similar result holds more generally for images of compact surfaces in general position.
We now adjust the definition of combinatorial area to include admissible surfaces.
Definition 7.9. Let S be an admissible surface in an angled chunk C. Let σ(∂S ∂C) denote the number of components of intersection of ∂S with the interior of C. For each point v on ∂S lying between an interior face of C and an arc of ∂S ∂C, define the exterior angle (v) = π/2. Let v 1 , . . . , v n ∈ ∂S be all the points where ∂S meets edges of C, and all points on ∂S between an interior face of C and an arc of ∂S ∂C. The combinatorial area of S is
Let S be an admissible surface in a 3-manifold M with an angled chunk decomposition. Then the combinatorial area of S is the sum of the combinatorial areas of its components of intersection with the chunks. Proposition 7.10 (Gauss-Bonnet for admissible surfaces). Let S be an admissible surface in an angled chunk decomposition. Let σ(∂S ∂M ) be the number of arcs of intersection of ∂S ∂M and the chunks. Then a(S) = −2πχ(S) + 2πσ(∂S ∂M ).
Proof. The proof is by induction, identical to that of Proposition 3.12, except keeping track of a term σ at each step, which remains unchanged throughout the proof. Definition 7.11. Let C be an angled chunk in a chunk decomposition of M , and let S be an admissible surface in C that intersects at least one boundary face. Let γ be an arc of intersection of S with a boundary face of C. Define the length of γ relative to S to be
Suppose γ is an immersed arc in a component of ∂M meeting boundary faces, with γ disjoint from vertices on ∂M . Let γ 1 , . . . , γ n denote the arcs of intersection of γ with boundary faces. Suppose that each γ i is embedded and no γ i has endpoints on the same boundary edge. For each i, let S i be an admissible surface in the corresponding chunk whose boundary contains γ i . Then S = ∪ n i=1 S i is an inward extension of γ if ∂S i agrees with ∂S i+1 on their shared interior face and if γ is closed, ∂S n agrees with ∂S 1 on their shared face.
Define the combinatorial length of γ to be
where the infimum is taken over all inward extensions of γ.
The following is a generalisation of [31, Proposition 4.8].
Proposition 7.12. Let S be an admissible surface in an angled chunk decomposition on M . Let γ 1 , . . . , γ m be the components of ∂S ∩ ∂M on torus components of ∂M made up of boundary faces, each γ j representing a non-zero multiple of some slope s i j . Then
Proof. Intersections of S with the chunks form an inward extension of γ j . Sum the lengths of arcs relative to these intersections.
Propositions 7.10 and 7.12 allow us to generalise the following result of Lackenby.
Theorem 7.13 (Combinatorial 2π-theorem, [31] ). Let M be a compact orientable 3-manifold with an angled chunk decomposition. Suppose M is atoroidal and not Seifert fibered and has boundary a non-empty union of tori. Let s 1 , . . . , s n be a collection of slopes on ∂M , at most one for each component made up of boundary faces (but no slopes on exterior faces that are tori). Suppose for each i, c (s i ) > 2π. Then the manifold M (s 1 , . . . , s n ) obtained by Dehn filling M along these slopes is hyperbolic.
Proof. The proof is nearly identical to that of [31, Theorem 4.9] . In particular, if M (s 1 , . . . , s n ) is toroidal, annular, reducible, or ∂-reducible, then it contains an essential punctured torus, annulus, sphere, or disk S with punctures on slopes s i . The punctured surface S can be put into normal form. Proposition 7.10 implies a(S) = −2πχ(S) ≤ 2π|∂S|, and Proposition 7.12 implies a(S) > 2π|∂S|, a contradiction.
If not all components of ∂M are filled, then Thurston's hyperbolisation theorem for manifolds with torus boundary immediately implies M (s 1 , . . . , s n ) is hyperbolic. If M (s 1 , . . . , s n ) is closed, hyperbolicity will follow when we show it has word hyperbolic fundamental group. We use Gabai's ubiquity theorem [24] in the form stated as [31, Theorem 2.1].
Suppose M (s 1 , . . . , s n ) is closed and the core of a surgery solid torus has finite order in π 1 (M (s 1 , . . . , s n ) ). Then there exists a singular disk with boundary on the core. Putting the disk into general position with respect to all cores and then drilling, we obtain a punctured singular disk S in M with all boundary components on multiples of the slopes s i . If necessary, replace S with a π 1 -injective and boundary π 1 -injective surface with the same property. Because the boundary of S meets ∂M in boundary faces, and runs monotonically through these faces, we may homotope S so that each arc of ∂S in a boundary face is embedded (note this is not necessarily possible if ∂S lies on an exterior face). Similarly, moving singular points away from edges and faces of the chunk decomposition, then using the fact that M is irreducible and boundary irreducible, we may homotope S to satisfy the other requirements of an admissible surface. Then again Proposition 7.10 implies a(S) = −2πχ(S) ≤ 2π|∂S| and Proposition 7.12 implies a(S) > 2π|∂S|, a contradiction. Thus each core of a surgery solid torus has infinite order.
Let γ be a curve in M that is homotopically trivial in M (s 1 , . . . , s n ), and arrange γ to meet the chunk decomposition transversely. Let S be a compact planar surface in M with ∂S consisting of nonzero multiples of the slopes s i as well as γ. If necessary, replace S with a π 1 -injective and boundary π 1 -injective surface with the same property, and adjust S to be admissible. Let σ(γ) be the number of arcs of intersection between γ and the chunks of M . Let > 0 be such that c (s i ) ≥ 2π + for all i. Then We have found a constant c = 2π/ that depends on M and s 1 , . . . , s n , but is independent of γ and S with |S ∩ ∂M | ≤ cσ(γ). Since σ(γ) is the length of γ in a simplicial metric on the chunk decomposition, the ubiquity theorem [31, Theorem 2.1] implies π 1 (M (s 1 , . . . , s n ) ) is word hyperbolic. Proof of Theorem 7.4 from Theorem 7.14. By Theorem 4.2, Y L is hyperbolic. Thus it is atoroidal and not Seifert fibered. By Theorem 7.14, the combinatorial length of p/q is at least |q| tw(K, π(L))π/4. By hypothesis, |q| > 8/ tw(K, π(L)), so (p/q) > 2π. Since K lies on F , in the angled chunk decomposition of the link exterior, each slope on K lies on a torus boundary component made up of boundary faces and not exterior faces. Then Theorem 7.13 implies that the manifold obtained by Dehn filling K along slope p/q is hyperbolic.
The remainder of the section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 7.14. , consider the number of intersections of S with interior edges of the chunk. If S meets no interior edges, then it meets at least two boundary faces (by representativity and weakly prime conditions), so a(S) ≥ 0. If ∂S is embedded, the Loop Theorem gives an embedded disk with the same boundary, but by assumption, ∂S is not the boundary of a normal disk. Thus there is a point p of intersection of ∂S with itself. Then there is an arc α of ∂S running from p to p that meets ∂X fewer times than ∂S, and a disk with boundary α. If the boundary of the disk is not embedded, repeat. If it is embedded, the Loop theorem gives a normal disk with area strictly less than that of S. Proposition 3.11 then implies a(S) > 0.
So now suppose ∂S meets an interior edge. Again ∂S is not embedded. Then there is a point of self intersection p in ∂S. Let α be an arc of ∂S running from p to p; we can ensure it meets fewer edges or boundary edges than ∂S. There exists a disk with boundary α. If the boundary of α is not embedded, we repeat until we have a disk with embedded boundary. By the Loop theorem, we obtain a normal disk D meeting strictly fewer edges and boundary edges than ∂S. If |S ∩ ∂X| = 1, a(S)/|S ∩ ∂X| ≥ w j π/2 + π − 2π = mπ/2 − π. Since a(S) > 0, ∂S meets at least three interior edges, so this is at least π/2 > π/4. Remark 7.16. The proof of [31, Lemma 4.2] had additional cases, because the definition of normal in that paper required ∂S to avoid intersecting the same boundary face more than once, and the same interior edge more than once. Because our definition of normal, based off that of [18] , did not have these restrictions, our proof is simpler.
We now consider the boundary faces of an angled chunk. These are all squares. One diagonal of the square, running between vertices of the square that correspond to identified edges, forms a meridian of the link. The squares glue together to form what Adams calls a harlequin tiling [1]; see Figure 12 . Unwind the boundary ∂X in the longitude direction by taking the cover corresponding to a meridian. Assign an x-coordinate to the centre of each square, with adjacent coordinates of squares differing by 1, as on the right of Figure 12 .
A curve γ representing a non-zero multiple k of the slope p/q lifts to an arc γ starting at x = 0, ending at k|q| cr(K, π(L)), where cr(K, π(L)) denotes the number of crossings met by K. Note that crossings of π(L) are double-counted if both strands are part of K. Let γ i denote the i-th intersection of γ with lifts of boundary squares. The arc γ i lies in one boundary square, and has some x-coordinate x i . Define x i to be the integer x i = (x i−1 + x i+1 )/2. Say γ i is a skirting arc if it has endpoints on adjacent edges of a boundary square. Now let S be an inward extension of γ. Each γ i is then part of the boundary of an admissible surface S i lying in a single chunk.
∂S i+1
∂S i ∂S i ∂S i+1 Figure 13 . Left: if normal disks S i and S i+1 are of form (1), they bound a bigon between them. Right: the same conclusion holds if they are of form (3) . Figure 14 . Left: If S i+1 is of form (3) and S i is a boundary bigon. Middle: S i+1 is a boundary bigon and S i is of form (3). Right: γ i+1 is a skirting arc running vertically.
(5.7) If a(S i ) = a(S i+1 ) = 0, then both are normal disks of form (1) or (3) of Lemma 4.4 because the arcs are non-skirting. Then ∂S i and ∂S i+1 glue in (without loss of generality) a white face of the chunk via a clockwise twist. As in Section 4, superimpose ∂S i and ∂S i+1 onto the boundary of the same chunk. In the first case, ∂S i ∩ ∂S i+1 must be nonempty. Then Lemma 6.5 implies the boundaries of the squares meet in opposite white faces. Since the diagram is weakly prime, this forces ∂S i+1 and ∂S i to bound a bigon, as on the left of Figure 13 , contradicting the assumption that there is no bigon edge adjacent to the boundary squares. In the case S i and S i+1 are of form (3), weakly twist-reduced implies that both bound a string of bigons, and the two have just one edge between them implies that there is a single bigon between ∂S i and ∂S i+1 , as on the right of Figure 13 . Again this is a contradiction.
(5.8) If a(S i ) = a(S i+1 ) = 0, either S i is a boundary bigon and S i+1 is of form (3) or vice versa. They glue in a face via a twist. As in the previous argument, without loss of generality S i glues to S i+1 in a white face by a single clockwise rotation. If S i is a boundary bigon, then the gluing implies S i+1 bounds a bigon, and this contradicts our assumption on B i , B i+1 . So S i+1 is a boundary bigon and S i is of form (3) . See Figure 14 , left and middle. In this case, S i+1 encircles an edge adjacent to a bigon region bounded by S i . The arc γ i+1 is a skirting arc running vertically in the tiling of Figure 12 (vertical because it must cut off the edge meeting the boundary quad from the upper chunk twice; see Figure 14 right), so
This contradicts the assumption that x i = x i+1 . (5.5) As in [31, Lemma 5.5]: |x i+1 − x i | ≤ 1, and if x i = x i+1 then {x i , x i+1 } = {x i , x i+1 }. Thus for each j ∈ Z with x 1 ≤ j ≤ x 1 +k|q| cr(K, π(L)), the pair {j, j +1} occurs as {x i , x i+1 } for some arc.
Proof of Theorem 7.14. Let γ be a curve representing a nonzero multiple k of the slope p/q, and let S be an inward extension, with S i the intersections of S with chunks as above.
There are 2 tw(K, π(L)) boundary faces meeting γ that are not adjacent to their right neighbour across a bigon region of the chunk. The previous lemma implies there are k|q| arcs on ∂X with x i = x i+1 . Let γ i be one such arc. Then S i , S i+1 cannot both be boundary bigons. The previous lemma implies that at least one of S i , S i+1 has positive combinatorial area, say S i . Then Lemma 7.15 implies a(S i )/|S i ∩ ∂X| ≥ π/4. Then (γ i , S i ) satisfies (γ i , S i ) ≥ (1/2) 2 tw(K, π(L)) k|q| π/4 ≥ tw(K, π(L))|q|π/4.
The factor 1/2 ensures we have not double counted: for non-skirting γ i it may be the case that both S i−1 and S i+1 are boundary bigons, and so we must share the combinatorial area of S i between them. Now, since γ was an arbitrary representative of a nonzero multiple of the slope p/q, and since S was an arbitrary inward extension, it follows that c (γ) ≥ π|q| tw(K, π(L))/4.
